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Reinforcement Learning (RL) is the study of learning agents that improve 

their performance from rewards and punishments. Most reinforcement learning 

methods optimize the discounted total reward received by an agent, while, in many 

domains, the natural criterion is to optimize the average reward per time step. In this 

thesis, we introduce a model-based average reward reinforcement learning method 

called "H-learning" and show that it performs better than other average reward and 

discounted RL methods in the domain of scheduling a simulated Automatic Guided 

Vehicle (AGV). 

We also introduce a version of H-learning which automatically explores the 

unexplored parts of the state space, while always choosing an apparently best action 

with respect to the current value function. We show that this "Auto-exploratory H-

Learning" performs much better than the original H-learning under many previously 

studied exploration strategies. 

To scale H-learning to large state spaces, we extend it to learn action models 

and reward functions in the form of Bayesian networks, and approximate its value 

function using local linear regression. We show that both of these extensions are very 
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effective in significantly reducing the space requirement of H-learning, and in making 

it converge much faster in the AGV scheduling task. Further, Auto-exploratory H-

learning synergistically combines with Bayesian network model learning and value 

function approximation by local linear regression, yielding a highly effective average 

reward RL algorithm. 

We believe that the algorithms presented here have the potential to scale to 

large applications in the context of average reward optimization. 
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A STUDY OF MODEL-BASED AVERAGE REWARD
 

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Outline of the Thesis 

There is an apparent and growing need for computerized, intelligent, au

tonomous systems. Such systems could be used to explore planets, clean up haz

ardous sites, perform reconnaissance on land and under water, and serve as useful 

assistants in the home and in industry. This need has been recognized and a great 

deal of effort has gone into the construction and programming of a variety of au

tonomous agents. But researchers and industrial developers have found that the task 

of programming autonomous agents is more problematic than other programming 

tasks. 

Autonomous agents must react in real time to their changing external en

vironment. They cannot, in general, be thought of as executing a fixed set of 

instructions. Rather, they must choose actions based on the instantaneous state of 

the world, sometimes abandoning entire courses of action in favor of new ones. To 

solve this problem, we need to build autonomous systems that can learn the de

tails of their behavior from the feedback given by the external world. The need for 

learning is even more pronounced when we wish to build autonomous agents that 

can operate in a variety of different environments for which we do not have com

plete specifications. In such cases, a fixed strategy cannot be used because correct 

behavior will vary from run to run, and occasionally even within a single run. 
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One way to view the problem of automatic construction of behaviors for 

agents is as a reinforcement learning problem. In reinforcement learning (RL), the 

goal is to get the agent to learn what actions it should perform in which situations, in 

order to maximize an external measure of success. All the information the agent has 

about the external world is through a variety of sensations from the environment. 

The agent can be in one of many different states of information about environment, 

and it must map each of these information states, or situations, to a particular 

action that it can perform in the world. The agent's mapping from situations to 

actions is referred to as policy. Part of the agent's input from the world encodes 

the agent's reinforcement (or reward), which is a scalar measure of how well the 

agent is performing in the world. The agent should learn to act in such a way as to 

maximize some measure of the reinforcement it receives from the environment. 

Reinforcement learning has achieved success in various application domains. 

Tesauro recently produced a grandmaster backgammon program that could learn to 

play world-class backgammon (Tesauro, 1992). His TD-gammon program is now far 

better than any other computer program and is competitive with the best human 

players. Zhang and Dietterich applied RL to a NASA space shuttle payload pro

cessing task and showed that their scheduler performs better than the best known 

existing algorithm for this task (Zhang & Dietterich, 1995). Also Crites and Barto 

applied RL to the difficult real world problem of elevator dispatching (Crites & 

Barto, 1996). Their RL method surpasses the best of the heuristic elevator control 

algorithms. Reinforcement learning is generally perceived to be a breakthrough in 

making dynamic programming approaches applicable to real-world domains with 

large state spaces (Bertsekas, 1995). 

Most approaches to reinforcement learning, including Q-learning (Watkins & 

Dayan, 1992) and Adaptive Real-Time Dynamic Programming (ARTDP) (Barto, 
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Bradtke, & Singh, 1995), optimize the discounted total reward the learner receives. 

In other words, a reward which is received after one time step is considered equivalent 

to a fraction of the same reward received immediately. One advantage of discounting 

is that it yields a finite total reward even for an infinite sequence of actions and 

rewards. While mathematically convenient, many real world domains to which we 

would like to apply RL do not have a natural interpretation or need for discounting. 

The natural criterion to optimize in such domains is the average reward received 

per time step. 

Discounting encourages the learner to sacrifice long-term benefits for short-

term gains, since the impact of an action choice on long-term reward decreases 

exponentially with time. Hence, using discounted optimization when average reward 

optimization is what is required could lead to suboptimal policies. Nevertheless, it 

can be argued that it is appropriate to optimize discounted total reward if that also 

nearly optimizes the average reward. In fact, many researchers have successfully used 

discounted learning to optimize average reward per step (Lin, 1992; Mahadevan 

Connell, 1992). This raises the question whether and when discounted RL methods 

are appropriate to use to optimize the average reward. 

In this thesis, we describe and study an Average-reward Reinforcement learn

ing (ARL) method called H-learning, which is an average reward version of Adaptive 

Real-Time Dynamic Programming (ARTDP) (Barto et al., 1995). Unlike Schwartz's 

R-learning (Schwartz, 1993) and Singh's ARL algorithms (Singh, 1994), it is model-

based, in that it learns and uses explicit action and reward models. Model-free 

methods do not represent their action models explicitly and instead combine them 

with their control algorithms. We compare H-learning with its discounted coun

terpart, ARTDP (Barto et al., 1995), and with its model-free version R-learning, 

to optimize the average reward in the task of scheduling a simulated Automatic 
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Guided Vehicle (AGV). H-learning is more robust than its discounted counterpart 

and converges in fewer steps to better policies in most cases. 

AGVs are increasingly being used in manufacturing plants, hospitals, and 

office buildings for inexpensive transportation of materials, goods, and equipment 

from one place to another (Minoura, Choi, & Robinson, 1993). The dispatch rules, 

such as first come first serve, which are currently used to control AGVs often yield 

suboptimal schedules (Egbelu & Tanchoco, 1984). Computationally intensive OR 

approaches, such as integer and linear programming (Maxwell & Muckstadt, 1982; 

Krishnamurthy, Batta, & Karwan, 1993), while being near-optimal, are inappropri

ate for real-time control. Finally, the dynamics of the manufacturing domain rules 

out the possibility of hard-coding of complicated scheduling algorithms tailored to 

the application. 

For all these reasons, machine learning of optimal scheduling algorithms for 

AGVs appears attractive and promising. In this thesis, we model AGV scheduling 

as a reinforcement learning problem. The system receives a reward after comple

tion of each successful transportation task. Maximizing throughput corresponds to 

maximizing the average reward received per time step. Since we are assuming that 

the AGVs are in a well-constrained and docile environment, it is reasonable to ig

nore the issues of low level perception and action, and instead focus on learning to 

schedule, which can be studied using simulators. 

Our results in a simple simulated AGV domain show that H-learning is com

petitive with ARTDP when the short-term (discounted with strong discounting) 

optimal policy also optimizes the average reward. When short-term and long-term 

optimals are different, ARTDP either fails to converge to the optimal average reward 

policy or converges too slowly if discounting is weak. We also show that H-learning 

converges in fewer steps than R-learning and is competitive with it in CPU time. 
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This is consistent with the previous results on the comparisons between model-based 

and model-free discounted RL (Barto et al., 1995; Moore, 1990). The reason that 

model-based methods converge in fewer steps than model-free methods is that they 

propagate more information in each step by using action models. 

Like most other RL methods, H-learning needs exploration to find a globally 

optimal policy. A number of exploration strategies have been studied in RL, in

cluding occasionally executing random actions, and preferring states which are least 

visited (counter-based) or actions least, recently executed (recency-based) (Thrun, 

1994). Other methods such as the Interval Estimation (IE) method of Kaelbling au

tomatically trade off between exploration of the state space to find a better policy 

and exploitation of the currently known best policy (Kaelbling, 1990). We introduce 

a version of H-learning which has the property of automatically exploring the unex

plored parts of the state space while always taking an apparently optimal action with 

respect to the current value function. This is similar to the auto-exploratory prop

erty of a minimax version of Q-learning studied by Koenig and Simmons (Koenig 

& Simmons, 1996). This "Auto-exploratory H-learning" outperforms the previous 

version of H-learning under three different exploration strategies, including counter-

based and recency-based methods. 

ARL methods in which the value function is stored as a table require too 

much space and training time to scale to large state spaces. Model-based methods 

like H-learning also have the additional problem of having to explicitly store their 

action models and the reward functions, which is space-intensive. To scale ARL 

to large domains, it is essential to approximate the action models and the value 

function in a compact form that can be efficiently learned. 

Dynamic Bayesian networks have been successfully used in the past to repre

sent the action models (Russell & Norvig, 1995; Dean & Kanazawa, 1989; Nicholson 
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& Brady, 1992; Kjaerulff, 1992; Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt, 1995). In many 

cases, it is possible to design these networks in such a way that a small number of 

parameters are sufficient to fully specify the domain models. H-learning has been 

extended so that it takes the network structure as input and learns the conditional 

probabilities in the network. This not only reduces the space requirements for our 

method but also increases the speed of convergence in domains where learning the 

action models dominates the learning time. 

Many reinforcement learning tasks whose action models and reward functions 

can be compactly described have a uniform reward structure over large regions of 

the state space. In such domains, the optimal value function of H-learning is locally 

linear. To take advantage of this, we implemented a value function approximation 

method based on local linear regression. Local linear regression synergistically com

bines with Bayesian model learning and improves the performance of H-learning in 

many AGV scheduling tasks. Combining Auto-exploratory H-learning with action 

model and value function approximation yields better average reward than using 

other exploration strategies and leads to even faster convergence in some domains, 

producing a very effective learning method. 

1.2. Thesis Organization 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. 

Chapter 2 introduces reinforcement learning and the Markov Decision Prob

lems (MDPs). It describes two previously studied discounted reinforcement learning 

methods: a model-based discounted learning method called ARTDP and a model-

free discounted learning method called Q-learning. It also motivates the need for 
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average reward RL methods by showing that discounted learning methods may ei

ther converge to suboptimal policies or converge slowly in some domains. 

Chapter 3 introduces H-learning, a model-based average reward reinforce

ment learning method. H-learning is applied to a simplified task of scheduling an Au

tomatic Guided Vehicle (AGV). It is shown that H-learning outperforms Q-learning, 

ARTDP, and a model-free average reward learning method called R-learning. 

Chapter 4 describes a version of H-learning which automatically explores the 

unexplored parts of the state space, while always choosing apparently optimal ac

tions with respect to the current value function. This "Auto-exploratory H-learning" 

is shown to explore the state space effectively, and to perform better than the original 

H-learning in the AGV scheduling task. 

Chapter 5 extends H-learning to learn action models and reward functions as 

conditional probability tables of a Bayesian network, whose structure is given. It also 

extends H-learning by approximating its value function using local linear regression. 

Both of these extensions are shown to combine synergistically and improve the 

performance of H-learning in both its space requirement and its convergence speed. 

In the concluding chapter, the contributions of the thesis are summarized 

followed by a discussion. Also, a number of related areas for future research are 

outlined. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

This chapter outlines the background of Reinforcement Learning (RL) 

and describes two previously studied discounted reinforcement learning methods: 

ARTDP and Q-learning. We also summarize the problems of discounted RL and 

motivate the need for average reward learning algorithms. 

2.1. Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcement learning is the problem faced by a learner that must learn 

to act through trial-and-error interactions with its environment. In the standard 

reinforcement learning paradigm, an agent is connected to its environment via per

ception and action, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Environment
 
(Domain)
 

FIGURE 2.1. The schematic diagram for reinforcement learning. 

In each step of interaction, the agent senses the current state of its environ

ment and then selects an action to change the state of the environment. This state 
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transition would generate a reinforcement reward or penalty that is received by 

the agent. While taking actions by trial-and-error, the agent incrementally learns 

a "value function" over states or state-action pairs, which indicates their utility to 

the agent. 

The goal of RL methods is to arrive, by performing actions and observing 

their outcomes, at a policy, i.e., a mapping from states to actions, which maximizes 

some measure of the reward accumulated over time. They differ according to the 

exact measure or the optimization criterion they use to select their actions. Rein

forcement learning methods apply the trial-and-error methodology to explore the 

environment over time to come up with a desired policy. 

2.2. Markov Decision Problems 

We assume that the agent's environment is modeled as a Markov Decision 

Problem (MDP). An MDP is described by a set of n discrete states S and a set of 

actions A available to the agent. The set of actions which are applicable in a state 

i are denoted by U(i) and are called admissible. The actions are stochastic and 

Markovian in that an action u in a given state i E S results in state j with a fixed 

probability pi,j(u). The probability matrix p, ) is called the action model of u. 

We also have a finite immediate reward for executing an action u in state i, given 

by r,(u), which is called the reward model of u. The action and reward models of an 

MDP are called its "domain models". Time is treated as a sequence of discrete steps 

t = 0, 1, 2, .... A policy ,u = (p(1), p(n)) is a mapping from states to actions, such 

that the agent executes action ii(i) E U(i) when in state i. A stationary policy is 

a policy which does not change with time. A deterministic policy always maps the 
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same state to the same action. By "policy," we mean a stationary deterministic 

policy from now on. 

Instead of directly learning a policy, in RL the agent learns a value function, 

that estimates the value for each state. At any time, the RL methods use the value 

function to choose the best action in each state by some kind of maximization. 

Therefore the policies that RL methods learn are called "greedy" with respect to 

their value functions. In addition to such greedy actions, RL methods also take some 

directed or random (exploratory) actions. These exploratory actions ensure that all 

reachable states are explored with sufficient frequency so that a learning method 

does not get stuck in a local maximum. There are several exploration strategies. 

The random exploration strategy takes random actions with a fixed probability. 

The Boltzmann strategy chooses actions probabilistically, giving high probabilities 

to actions with high values (Barto et al., 1995). The counter-based exploration 

prefers to execute actions that lead to less frequently visited states (Thrun, 1994). 

Recency-based exploration prefers actions which have not been executed recently in 

a given state (Sutton, 1990). 

2.3. Dynamic Programming 

Given a complete and accurate model of an MDP in the form of the action 

models, p.,.(u), and the reward models, 7-.(u) for all actions u, it is possible to solve 

the decision problem off-line by applying Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithms 

(Bellman, 1957; Bertsekas, 1995; Puterman, 1994). The recurrence relation of DP 

differs according to the optimization criterion: the total reward optimization, the 

discounted total reward optimization, or the average reward optimization. 
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2.3.1. Total Reward Optimization 

Suppose that an agent using a policy 1.1 goes through states so,... , st in time 

0 through t, with some probability. The cumulative sum of rewards received by 

following a policyµ starting from any state so given by: 

t-1 
Vµ(so) = lim E(Er(11(sk))), (2.1) 

k=0 

When there is an absorbing goal state g which is reachable from every state 

under every stationary policy, and from which there are no transitions to other 

states, the value function for a given policy itt can be computed using the following 

recurrence relation: 

Vµ(t) = ri(11(i))+ E 

Vµ(g) = 0 

An optimal total reward policy it* maximizes the above value function over 

all states so and policies ft, i.e. VP*(so) > 17'(so) 

Under the above conditions. the value function for the optimal total reward 

policy p* can be computed by: 

1/1/.(i) = maxiteu(ofri(u) EJEs pi,j( )vP. (j )1 

Vµ* (g) = 0 

2.3.2. Discounted Total Reward Optimization 

The total reward is a good candidate to optimize; but if the agent has an 

infinite horizon and there is no absorbing goal state, this value approaches cc. One 
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way to make this total finite is by using exponentially discounting future rewards. In 

other words, 1 unit of reward received after one time step is considered equivalent 

to a reward of 7 < 1 received immediately. We now maximize the discounted 

cumulative sum of rewards received by following a policy. The discounted total 

reward received by following a policy it from state so is given by: 

t-1 
g(so) = lirn E( -Ytrsk(it(sk))), (2.2)tco 

k=-0 

where 7 < 1 is the discount factor. Discounting by 7 < 1 makes Ly4(s) finite. 

The value function above can be computed for any state by solving the fol

lowing set of simultaneous recurrence relations. 

ft`(i)= '(it(i)) -y EPi,J(Li(i))./4(i) (2.3) 
jES 

An optimal discounted policy it* maximizes the above value function over all 

states i and policies it. It can be shown to satisfy the following recurrence relation 

(Barto et al., 1995; Bertsekas, 1995): 

fP* (i) = max {ri(u) -y p3( (2.4))f".(i)}ueu(i) jES 

2.3.3. Average Reward Optimization 

In the average reward optimization, we seek to optimize the average reward 

per time step computed over time t as t oo. For a given starting state so, and 

policy it, this is denoted by pµ(so) and is defined as: 

ti 
p4(so) = lim E(Er(it(sk))) (2.5)t-'00 t k=0 

The average reward per step p4(so) is finite for all stationary policies it and 

starting states so for all MDPs. We define a gain-optimal policy it* as a stationary 
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policy that maximizes the average reward for all states, that is pi'. (x) > e(x) over 

all policies p and states x. We derive the recurrence relation for the gain-optimal 

policies in Section 3.2. 

2.4. Discounted Reinforcement Learning Methods 

Control architectures that use DP algorithms require domain models, either 

known a priori, or estimated on-line. Reinforcement learning algorithms are on-line 

and asynchronous. RL algorithms do not have correct action and reward models 

before learning. The model-based RL methods learn the action and reward models 

explicitly, and simultaneously learn their value functions using learned models. The 

model-free RL methods combine the model learning and the value function learning 

into one step by learning a value function over state-action pairs. This alleviates 

the need for explicitly learning the action and reward models. 

2.4.1. Adaptive Real-Time Dynamic Programming (ARTDP) 

Adaptive Real-Time Dynamic Programming (ARTDP) is a model-based 

method that learns and uses domain models from the history of state transitions 

and immediate rewards observed while the agent interacts with the environment 

(Barto et al., 1995). The schematic diagram for ARTDP is shown in Figure 2.2. 

ARTDP optimizes the discounted total reward f4(i) of following a policy p, 

from state i. Initially all the f (i)-values are set to 0. In every training step ARTDP 

updates its models. It also updates PI (i) when it is in state i using the learned 

model as follows: 
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FIGURE 2.2. The schematic diagram for ARTDP. 

f 1` (i) max fri(u) + pi, ( )f/i(i)} (2.6)
uEU(i) j =1 

Here -y is the discount factor (less than 1). pi,j(u) is the probability that 

the result of taking the action u in state i will be state j and ri(u) is the expected 

immediate reward of taking action u in state i. 

2.4.2. Q-learning 

Q-learning (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) is the most widely used RL method, and 

like most other methods it optimizes the discounted total reward. Unlike ARTDP, 

Q-learning is a model-free method, and does not explicitly learn and use domain 

models. 

Q-learning maintains a value function Q over state-action pairs as depicted in 

Figure 2.3. Q(i, u) for state i and action u represents the discounted total reward of 
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FIGURE 2.3. The schematic diagram for Q-learning. 

executing action u in state i and from then on following the optimal policy. Q-value 

is initially set to zero, and is updated every time an action is executed. If action u 

is performed in state i, resulting in an immediate reward Timm and a transition into 

state j, then the Q(i, u) values are updated using the following rule 

Q(i, n) 4 Q(i, u) 13(rimn, -yUc2(j) Q(i, u)) (2.7) 

where 0 < -y < 1 is the discount factor, 0 < /3 < 1 is the learning rate, and UQ(j) is 

the value of state j, defined as max,Eu(3)Q(j, a). 

Since Q-learning propagates less information in each step than ARTDP that 

uses domain models, Q-learning usually takes more steps to converge than ARTDP 

(Barto et al., 1995). 

2.5. The Problems of Discounting 

While discounting solves the problem of infinite totals, it is not clear that 

discounted totals is what we want to optimize. As Schwartz pointed out, even 
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researchers who use learning methods that optimize discounted totals evaluate their 

systems using a different, but more natural, measure average reward per step 

(Schwartz, 1993). 

If optimal average reward is what we really want, optimizing the discounted 

total reward could very well lead to had policies, as the following example illustrates. 

loop 1 
loop 2 
loop 3 
loop 4 

FIGURE 2.4. The Multi-loop domain. Discounted learning methods may converge 
to a suboptimal policy. 

In the Multi-loop domain shown in Figure 2.4, there are four different sized 

loops. The agent has to choose one of the four loops in state S. The average reward 

per step is 3/3=1 in loop 1, 6/5=1.2 in loop 2, 9/7=1.29 in loop 3, and 12/9=1.33 

in loop 4. According to the average reward optimality criterion, the best policy is 

to take loop 4, getting the highest average reward of 1.33. 

http:12/9=1.33
http:9/7=1.29
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But the discounted optimal policy is different based on the value of the 

discount factor 7. The discounted total reward for the policy it of following loop i. 

is: 

Reward, x 7Length,-1g(S)	 (2.8)1 ,-yLength, 

where Reward, is the reward at the end of loop i and Length, is the total number 

of steps in loop i. In particular, the rewards in each loop are such that the optimal 

discounted policy follows loop 1 when y is less than 0.85, loop 2 when y is between 

0.85 and 0.94, loop 3 when y is between 0.94 and 0.97, and loop 4 when y is greater 

than 0.97. Hence when y is greater than 0.97, the policy for optimizing discounting 

total reward also optimizes the average reward. 

1.4 

1.3	 ..... - -- --
r-,u:;21-0.,FPPW41.144QuirEffidaelidgark:onmaillEicomm000 

1.2 
w-)k::).4.-(x+-1-xx++-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

1.1 

1	 AAJNA&AA..6.-A-k.Ad-A.3,6,AA.AAAAA.A.L.9,46,A,A,9,9-A6,3,&
A.6rA"A 

H
 
0.9	 ARTDP w/ gamma=0.98 -e-

ARTDP w/ changing gamma -+ 
ARTDP w/ gamma=0.95 0.8 
ARTDP w/ gamma=0.9 X 
ARTDP w/ gamma=0.8 A

0.7 

0.6 
0	 20000 40000 60000 80000 100000 

Steps 

FIGURE 2.5. On-line average reward per step with 10% random exploration in the 
Multi-loop domain. Each point is the mean of 30 trials over the last 8000 steps. 

http:gamma=0.95
http:gamma=0.98
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Figure 2.5 shows the on-line average rewards for the last 8000 steps mean-

averaged over 30 trials for ARTDP with various values of 7. For exploration, random 

actions were taken with 0.1 probability in state S. ARTDP converged to loop 1 

when 7=0.8, loop 2 when y=0.9, loop 3 when y =0.95, and loop 4 when -y=0.98. 

Our H-learning algorithm which optimizes the average reward (described in the 

next chapter) selected loop 4 in the fewest number of steps. This experimental 

result confirms that the optimal policy for maximizing discounted total reward may 

be different depending on the value of the discounting factor. When the discount 

factor is too small, the optimal discounted policy may be a suboptimal average 

reward policy. 

As we see, in this domain discounted learning methods can learn the average 

reward optimal policy only with a high value of 7. But such high value of -y causes 

the convergence to be too slow as can be seen in Figure 2.5. Since the discounted 

learning method with a low value of y needs fewer steps to converge to the optimal 

policy than that with a high value of -y, we may expect that discounted learning 

method can converge to a gain-optimal policy faster by starting with a low value of 

7 and slowly increasing it. To see whether this approach works, the value of -y was 

gradually increased from 0.8 to 0.98. The value of -y was started with 0.8 and was 

increased to 0.9 when ARTDP converged to loop 1, was increased to 0.95 when it 

converged to loop 2, and was increased to 0.98 when it converged to loop 3. It was 

assumed that ARTDP converged to a loop if it selected that loop for a thousand 

consecutive steps. The result of Figure 2.5 shows that changing -y makes ARTDP 

even slower than when 7 is fixed at the highest value, 0.98. Thus, it takes a lot more 

steps for ARTDP to learn the optimal policy if 7 is changed during learning. 

In summary, using discounted learning when the actual optimization criterion 

is to maximize the gain or average reward leads to short-sighted policies, and it can 
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be made to perform arbitrarily poorly by increasing its short-term rewards at the 

cost of its long-term rewards. By setting -y to be a high value, the discounted learning 

method can be made to converge to the gain-optimal policy. However, then it will 

converge too slowly. Moreover, starting from a small y and slowly increasing it slows 

down the convergence even further. We will later show that these problems due to 

discounting naturally arise in real world domains and lead to poor performance of 

ARTDP and Q-learning in some cases. 
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3. H-LEARNING: MODEL-BASED AVERAGE REWARD 
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 

In the previous section, it was pointed out that discounted reinforcement 

learning is often misleading when the true optimization criterion is gain-optimality. 

We also noted that model-based learning converges in fewer steps than model-free 

learning. Here we introduce a new Reinforcement Learning (RL) method, called 

H-learning, that optimizes average reward and is model-based. We show that H-

learning outperforms the discounted methods, ARTDP and Q-learning, as well as 

a model-free average reward RL method, called R-learning, in a simulated AGV 

scheduling task. 

3.1. Average Reward Reinforcement Learning 

We assume that the agent's environment is modeled as a Markov Decision 

Problem (MDP), described by a set of state S, actions A, and an admissibility 

function U from S to subsets of A, as in Section 2.2. An action u in state i results 

in state j with a fixed probability pi,j(u) and with an immediate expected reward 

ri(u). Let rP(so,t) be a random variable that denotes the total reward received in 

time t when the agent uses the policy it starting from so. 

One candidate to optimize is the expected total reward received in time t 

starting from so, E(r4(so,t)). Unfortunately, however, if the controller has infinite 

horizon, i.e., as t tends to cc, this sum can be unbounded. 

The discounted RL methods make it finite by multiplying each successive re

ward by an exponentially decaying discount factor y, where 0 < -y < I. Discounting, 
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however, tends to sacrifice bigger long-term rewards in favor of smaller short-term 

rewards, which is undesirable in many cases. 

A more natural criterion is to optimize the average expected reward per step 

over time t as t oo. For a given starting state so, and policy ,u, this is denoted 

by p4(so) and is defined as: 

1
) lim E(rP (so, t)) (3.1)too t 

We say that two states communicate under a policy if there is a positive 

probability of reaching each state from the other using that policy. A recurrent set 

of states is a closed set of states that communicate with each other, i.e., they do not 

communicate with states not in that set. Nonrecurrent states are called transient. 

An MDP is ergodic if its states form a single recurrent set under each stationary 

policy. It is a unichain if every stationary policy gives rise to a single recurrent set 

of states and possibly some transient states. 

For unichain MDPs the expected long-term average reward per time step 

for any policy it is independent of the starting state so. We call it the "gain" of 

the policy ft, denoted by p(p), and consider the problem of finding a "gain-optimal 

policy," p *, that maximizes p(p) (Puterman, 1994). 

3.2. Derivation of H-learning 

Even though the gain of a policy, p(,a), is independent of the starting state, 

the total expected reward in time t may not be. The total reward for a starting state 

s in time t for a policy it can be conveniently denoted by p(.t)t ct(s). Although 

Et(s) may not exist for periodic policies, the Cesaro-limit of Et(s), defined as 

ct(s), always exists, and is denoted by h(s) (Bertsekas, 1995). It is 

called the bias of state s and can be interpreted as the expected long-term advantage 
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in total reward for starting in state s over and above p(a)t, the expected total reward 

in time t on the average. 

Suppose the system goes from state i to j using a policy Itt. In so doing, it 

used up a time step that is worth a reward of p(,a) on the average, but gained an 

immediate reward of ri(p(i)). Hence, the bias values of state i and j for the policy 

it must satisfy the following equation. 

P(P) h(i) = ri([1(i)) P,,i(ti(i))h(j) (3.2) 
j =1 

The gain-optimal policy maximizes the right hand side in the above equa

tion (Bertsekas, 1995). 

Theorem 1 For unichain MDPs, there exist a scalar p and a real-valued function 

h over S that satisfy the recurrence relation 

n 

Vi E S, h(i) = p (3.3){EPi,j(u)h(j)}unEri()r.(u) 
j=-.1 

Further, the optimal policy if attains the above maximum for each state i, 

and p is its gain. 

Equation (3.3) is the Hellman equation for Average Reward RL problem. 

Intuitively, this can be explained as follows. In going from a state i to the best next 

state j, the system gained an immediate reward 7-, (u) instead of the average reward 

p. After convergence, if u is the optimal action, the expected long-term advantage 

for being in state i as opposed to state j must equal the difference between r (u) 

and p. Hence the difference between the bias value of state i and the expected bias 

value of the next state j must equal ri(u) p. 

Notice that any one solution to Equation (3.3) yields an infinite number of 

solutions by adding the same constant to all h-values. However, all these sets of 
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h(1)=0 

FIGURE 3.1. A simple MDP that illustrates the Bellman equation. 

h-values will result in the same set of optimal policies it*, since the optimal action 

in a state is only determined by the relative differences between the values of h. 

Setting the h-value of an arbitrary recurrent "reference" state to 0, guarantees a 

unique solution for unichain MDPs. 

For example, in Figure 3.1, the agent has to select between the actions 

good-move and bad-move in state 0. For this domain, p = 1 for the optimal policy of 

choosing good-move in state 0. If we arbitrarily set h(0) to 0, h(1) = 0, h(2) = 1, and 

h(3) = 2 satisfy the recurrence relations in Equation 3.3. The difference between 

h(3) and h(1) is 2, which equals the difference between the immediate reward for 

the optimal action in state 3 and the optimal average reward 1. 

In White's relative value iteration method, the h-value of an arbitrarily cho

sen reference state is set to 0 and the resulting equations are solved by synchronous 

successive approximation (Bertsekas, 1995). Unfortunately, the asynchronous ver
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sion of this algorithm which updates p using Equation 3.3 does not always converge, 

as was shown by Tsitsiklis (Bertsekas, 1982). Hence, instead of using Equation (3.3) 

to solve for p, H-learning estimates it from on-line rewards (see Figure 3.2). 

1. Take an exploratory action or a greedy action in the current state i.	 Let a be the 

action taken, k be the resulting state, and ri,n, be the immediate reward received. 

2. N(i,a) < N(i, a) -F 1; N(i, a, k) N(i, a, k) + 1 

3. pi,k(a) < N(i, a, k) /N(i, a) 

4. ri(a) ri(a) (rim, ri(a))1N (i, a) 

5. GreedyActions(i) < All actions u E U(i) that maximize ri(u) E71,_ pi, (u)h(j) 

6. If a E GreedyActions(i), then 

(a) p (1 et)p a(ri(u) h(i) h(k)) 

(b) a a +1 

7. h(i) < maxueu(i)fri(u) Ej%i pi j(u)h(j)} p 

8.	 i k 

FIGURE 3.2. The H-learning algorithm. The agent executes steps 1 8 when in 
state i. 

The agent executes the algorithm in Figure 3.2 in each step, where i is the 

current state, and N(i, u) denotes the number of times u was executed in i, out of 

which N(i, u, j) times it resulted in state j. Our implementation explicitly stores the 
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current greedy policy in the array Greedy Actions. This gives a small improvement 

in performance in some domains because the policy is more stable than the value 

function. Before starting, the algorithm initializes a to 1, and all other variables 

to 0. Greedy Actions in each state are initialized to the set of admissible actions in 

that state. 

Average reward
optimization 

action 

Environment Agent Value(Domain) reinforcement .11H. 
(H-learning Function 

h(state) 
state 

A 

Reward Action 
models models 

Domain models..., 

FIGURE 3.3. The schematic diagram for H-learning. 

The schematic diagram for H-learning is shown in Figure 3.3. H-learning can 

be seen as a cross between Schwartz's R-learning (Schwartz, 1993), which is a model-

free average reward learning method, and Adaptive RTDP (ARTDP) (Barto et al., 

1995), which is a model-based discounted learning method. Like ARTDP, H-learning 

computes the probabilities pio (a) and rewards r (a) by straightforward maximum 

likelihood estimates. It then employs the "certainty equivalence principle" by using 

the current estimates as the true values while updating the h-value of the current 

state i according to the equation: 
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h(i) 4 max Iri(u) E
n 

(u)h(j)} (3.4)
uEU(i) j=1 

In R-learning, Equation (3.3) is split into two parts by defining 

R(i , u) = r (u) E pi o(u)h(j) p, (3.5) 
3.1 

where 

h(j) = max R(j u). 

R(i, u) represents the expected bias value when action u is executed in state i and 

the gain-optimal policy is followed from then on. Initially all the R-values are set 

to 0. The R-values are updated using the update equation: 

R(i, u) (1 u) (r ini, h(j) p) (3.6) 

where 3 is the learning rate, Timm is the immediate reward obtained, j is the next 

state, and p is the estimate of the average reward of the current greedy policy. In 

any state i, the greedy action u maximizes the value R(i, u); so R-learning does not 

need to explicitly learn the immediate reward functions ri(u) or the action models 

Pi, (u), since it does not need them either for the action selection or for updating 

the R-values. The schematic diagram for R-learning is shown in Figure 3.4. 

As in most RL methods, while using H-learning, the agent makes some ex

ploratory moves moves that do not necessarily maximize the right hand side of 

Equation 3.3 and are intended to ensure that every state is visited infinitely often 

during training. Without these exploratory moves, H-learning could converge to a 

suboptimal policy. However, these moves make the estimation of p slightly compli

cated. Simply averaging the immediate rewards over non-exploratory moves would 

not do, because the exploratory moves could make the system visit states that it 
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FIGURE 3.4. The schematic diagram for R-learning. 

never visits if it were following the current greedy policy and accumulate rewards 

received by optimal actions in these states. Instead, we use a method similar to 

that used by R-learning to estimate the average reward (Schwartz, 1993). From 

Equation (1), in any state i, for any "greedy" action u that maximizes the right 

hand side, p = ri(u) h(i) E7_1 pi,i(u)h(j). Hence, p can be estimated by cu

mulatively averaging ri(u) h(i) + h(j), whenever a greedy action u is executed in 

state i resulting in state j. Thus, p is updated using the equation 

p 4- p + a(ri(u) h(i) h(j) p) (3.7) 

where a is the learning rate. One attractive aspect about the average reward 

p is that for unichain MDPs it does not depend on the current state, and is constant 

over the entire state space (Bertsekas, 1995). 

H-learning is very similar to Jalali and Ferguson's Algorithm B, which is 

proved to converge to the gain-optimal policy for ergodic MDPs (Jalali & Ferguson, 

1989). Ergodicity assumption allows them to ignore the issue of exploration, which 

is otherwise crucial for convergence of RL algorithms to the optimal policy. Indeed, 
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the role of exploration in H-learning is to transform the original MDP into an ergodic 

one by making sure that every state is visited infinitely often. Secondly, to make the 

h-values bounded, Algorithm B chooses an arbitrary recurrent reference state and 

permanently sets its h-value to 0. We found that this change slows down H-learning 

in many cases. In spite of these two differences, we believe that the convergence 

proof of Algorithm B can be extended to H-learning and R-learning as well. 

3.3. AGV Scheduling 

Automatic Guided vehicles(AGVs) are used in modern manufacturing plants 

to transport materials from one location to another. To compare the performance 

of various learning algorithms, a small AGV domain called the "Delivery domain" 

shown in Figure 3.5 was used. There are two job generators on the left, one AGV, 

and two destination conveyor belts on the right. Each job generator produces jobs 

and puts them on its queue as soon as it is empty. The AGV loads and carries a 

single job at a time to its destination conveyor belt. 

Queue 1 II 

Conveyor-belt 1 Job Package 

Job generator 1 
IIIMoving Obstacle 

Queue 2 
AGV 

Job generator 2 Conveyor-belt 2 

FIGURE 3.5. The Delivery domain. 
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Each job generator can generate either of two types of jobs when its queue 

is empty. Job 2, destined to belt 2, has a reward of 1 unit, while job 1, destined to 

belt 1, receives a reward K when delivered. The probability of generating job 1 is 

p for generator 1, and q for generator 2. 

The AGV moves on two lanes of 5 positions each, and can take one of six 

actions at a time: do-nothing, load, move-up, move-down, change-lane, and unload. 

To load a job, the AGV must be in the position next to the queue. To unload a job, 

it must be next to the proper conveyor belt. To make this domain more interesting, 

a moving obstacle is added. It randomly moves up or down in each instant, but can 

only stay in the right lane and cannot stand still. The AGV and the obstacle can 

both move in a single time step. If the obstacle collides with the AGV when the 

AGV is delivering a job or is stand still, the state remains unchanged. There is a 

penalty of -5 for all collisions with the obstacle. 

A state is specified by the two job numbers in the queues, the locations of 

the AGV and the obstacle, and the job number on the AGV. There are a total of 

540 different states in this domain. The goal of the AGV is to maximize the average 

reward received per unit time. 

By varying the reward ratio of the jobs and/or the job mixes produced by 

the job generators, the optimal policy is changed. For example, when K =1, and 

both the job generators produce type 1 jobs with very low rates p and q, the AGV 

should unload jobs from queue 2 much more frequently than from queue 1 because 

the number of time steps needed to transport type 2 jobs from queue 2 to belt 2 is 

much smaller than that needed to move them from queue 1 to belt 2. But, when 

both the job generators produce jobs of type 1 with a high rate, and K = 5, the 

AGV should unload jobs from queue 1 much more frequently than from queue 2, 

because the increased value of job 1 more than compensates for the extra distance. 
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It is, in general, hard to predict the best policy given different values of p, q, and 

K. 

3.4. Experimental Results 

Our experimental results are based on comparing H-learning with ARTDP, 

Q-learning, and R-learning in the Delivery domain. The first experiment shows 

that H-learning outperforms the other three learning methods in the number of 

learning steps and the optimality of the policy. The second experiment shows that 

H-learning is more robust with respect to changes in the Delivery domain parameters 

than ARTDP. The last experiment studies some subtle effects of the parameter p 

on the convergence of H-learning using some simple MDPs. 

3.4.1. A Comparison of H-learning with Discounted and Model-free Methods 

For this experiment, the Delivery domain is used with p = 0.5, and q = 0.0. 

In other words, generator 1 produces both types of jobs with equal probability, 

while generator 2 always produces type 2 jobs. We present the result of comparing 

H-learning with ARTDP, Q-learning, and R-learning in two situations of the AGV 

domain: K=1 and K=5. Each experiment was repeated for 30 trials for each 

algorithm. Every trial started from a random initial state. In all our experiments, 

a random exploration strategy was used, in which 10% of the training actions were 

randomly chosen. While training, the average reward per step is computed over the 

last 10,000 steps for K=1, and over the last 400,000 steps for K=5. The parameters 

for these learning methods are tuned by trial and error to get the best performance. 

For K=1 case, the only parameter for ARTDP is -y=0.9, the parameters for Q-

learning are /3=0.05 and -y=0.9, and for R-learning, /3=0.01, a=0.05. For K=5 case, 
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FIGURE 3.6. On-line average rewards per step for H-learning, ARTDP, Q-learning, 
and ft-learning in the Delivery domain with p=0.5, q=0.0, and K=1 (top) andK=5 
(bottom) under 10% random exploration. Each point is the mean of 30 trials over 
the last 10K steps for K=1 and over the last 40K steps for K=5. 
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for ARTDP -y=0.99, for Q-learning ,3=0.05 and -y=0.99, and for R-learning, /3=0.01, 

a=0.005. Unlike the other methods, H-learning does not have any parameters to 

tune. The results are shown in Figure 3.6. 

When K = 1, since both jobs have the same reward, the gain-optimal policy is 

to always serve generator 2 which produces only type 2 jobs. Since the destination of 

these jobs is closer to their generator than type 1 jobs, it is also a discounted optimal 

policy. We call this type of domains "short-range domains" where the discounted 

optimal policy for a small value of y coincides with the gain-optimal policy. For this 

parameter setting of the delivery domain, serving queue 2 is the short-term optimal 

policy as well as the long-term optimal policy. In this case, the discounted and 

model-based method, ARTDP, converges to the optimal policy slightly faster than 

H-learning, although the difference is negligible. All methods except R-learning 

show almost the same performance. 

When K is set to 5, the AGV receives five times more reward by unloading 

the jobs of type 1 than the jobs of type 2. The optimal policy here is to serve the 

jobs from queue 1 all of the time except when both of the queues have type 2 jobs 

and the obstacle is located near conveyor-belt 1. 

For this setting of parameters, the gain-optimal policy conflicts with the 

discounted optimal policy when 7 = 0.9. Whenever the AGV is close to belt 2, 

ARTDP sees a short-term opportunity in serving generator 2 and does not return 

to generator 1, thus failing to transport high reward jobs. Hence it cannot find the 

optimal average reward policy when y = 0.9. To overcome this difficulty, y is set to 

0.99. Even so, the discounted learning methods, ARTDP and Q-learning, could not 

find the optimal policy in 2 million steps. Though their discount factor 7=0.99 is 

high enough so that the discounted optimal policy is also gain-optimal. they need 

longer training time or higher exploration rate to learn the optimal policy. This 
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is because high values of -y reduce the effect of discounting and make the tempo

rally far off rewards relevant for optimal action selection. Since it takes a long time 

to propagate these rewards back to the initial steps, it takes a long time for the 

discounted methods to converge to the true optimum. Meanwhile the short-term 

rewards still dominate in selecting the action. The average reward learning meth

ods, H-learning and R-learning, significantly outperformed the discounted learning 

methods, ARTDP and Q-learning. H-learning and R. learning served both queues for 

all 30 trials. But, R-learning took more training steps to converge than H-learning 

and learned a little worse policy than H-learning did. 

As we can infer from Figure 3.6, in this "long-range" domain, ARTDP and 

Q-learning served queue 2 exclusively for all trials getting a gain less than 0.1, 

while H-learning and R-learning were able to find a policy of gain higher than 

0.18. H-learning converged to the optimal policy in the fewest steps. We found 

that counter-based exploration improves the performances of both ARTDP and H. 

While ARTDP was still much slower than H, it would eventually converge to the 

gain-optimal policy. 

The reason that model-based learning methods converge in fewer steps than 

model-free learning methods is that they propagate more information in each step 

by taking the max over all the neighboring states before each update. This also 

requires the model-based learning methods to learn and store the action models 

explicitly, increasing the CPU-time for each update. 

So, we compared the performance of H-learning with that of the other three 

methods as a function of CPU time. Figure 3.7 shows this results. Each point 

is the on-line average reward of 30 trials over the last 40K steps with 10% random 

exploration. All parameters for learning methods are the same as those in Figure 3.6. 
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FIGURE 3.7. On-line average rewards per step vs. training time for H-learning, 
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When K = 1, Q-learning converged to the optimal policy in the shortest 

time. But R-learning, another model-free learning, is the slowest. H-learning and 

ARTDP showed almost the same performance. When K = 5, the discounted learn

ing methods, ARTDP and Q-learning, could not converge to the optimal policy. 

Two average reward learning methods, H-learning and R-learning, converged to the 

optimal policy. Even though H-learning had good performance in the beginning, 

R-learning converged to the optimal policy faster than H-learning. 

The results of this experiment show that in short-range domains where dis

counted optimal policy coincides with the gain-optimal policy, H-learning performs 

as well as ARTDP and Q-learning, but converges in fewer steps than R-learning. 

But in long-range domains where discounted optimal policy conflicts with the gain-

optimal policy, discounted methods such as ARTDP and Q-learning either take too 

long to converge or, if y is low, converge to a suboptimal policy. H-learning achieves 

higher average reward in fewer steps than the other three methods in such cases, 

and requires no parameter tuning. However, the model-free methods, Q-learning 

and R-learning, show good performance with respect to CPU time. 

3.4.2. Robustness of H-learning with respect to Domain Parameters 

In the second experiment, we wanted to test the robustness of H-learning 

with respect to changes in the domain parameters p, q, and K. p and q are varied 

from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.25. Three values are tried for K: 1, 5, and 9. Hence, 

there are a total of 75 different cases. Since ARTDP usually performs better than 

Q-learning and R-learning, and requires fewer parameters to tune, H-learning was 

compared only to ARTDP with -y=0.9 (ARTDP0.9), 0.99 (ARTDP0.99), and 0.999 

(ARTDPo.999) 

http:ARTDP0.99
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Because H-learning and ARTDP converge to optimal policies faster with high 

random exploration than with low random exploration, (this is shown in Section 4.2; 

see also (Tadepalli & Ok, 1994)). 50% random exploratory actions were taken during 

learning. Every trial started from a random initial state, and lasted for 30 sequential 

training phases of 10,000 actions. Each training phase was followed by a testing 

phase of 100,000 actions. While testing a policy, the AGV was made to follow the 

learned policy without any random exploration. and the average reward per action 

was recorded. Since the trials consisted of a small number of outliers that distorted 

the means, we took the median rewards of 10 trials. 

Table 3.1 (a) shows the methods that found the optimal policy with 300,000 

steps for the 75 cases. H-learning found the optimal policies for all 75 cases in 

less than 300,000 actions. ARTDP0.9, ARTDP0.99, and ARTDP0.999 found the best 

policies for 48, 61, and 40 cases respectively. In 11 of the 75 cases none of the three 

versions of ARTDP could find the optimal policy. 

Let us compare the convergence speeds of these methods. Table 3.1 (b) shows 

the methods that found the optimal policy in the fewest steps for the 75 cases. In 

54 out of the 75 cases, H-learning converged to the best policy in the fewest steps. 

ARTDP0,9, ARTDP0.99, and ARTDP0.999 converged to the best policy in the fewest 

steps in 45, 20, and 6 cases respectively. Out of the 21 cases that H-learning was 

found to be not the fastest, in 16 cases K=1, in 1 case K=5, and in 4 cases K=9. 

In 13 of the 21 cases, it followed the best algorithm closely, i.e., in less than 20,000 

steps. In the worst case, it lagged behind by 100,000 steps, and in only 4 cases, 

the lag was more than 50,000. The mean lag was 32,000 steps and the median 

was 20,000. The medians of off -line average rewards for each parameter setting are 

shown in the Appendix. 

http:ARTDP0.99
http:ARTDP0.99
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Ii P 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

0.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99,A0.9g9 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 

0.25 H H,A0.9 H,A0.9 H,A0.99 H 

1 0.50 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.90 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A ,A0.999 
0.75 H,A0.9,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 H,A0.9 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 
1.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 

0.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H H,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,AO.999 11,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 
0.25 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H H H,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 

5 0.50 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H H,A0.99 H H,A0.9 ,A0 .99 ,A0 .999 

14,A0.99 H MA0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 
1.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.0 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.99 H,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 

0.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.99 H,A0.99 H,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.099 
0.25 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H H,A0.99 H,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99,A0.999 

9 0.50 H,A0.9 ,A0.99,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.99 H,A0.99, ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99, ,A0.999 

0.75 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 

1.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.99 H,A0.99 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 

K q \ p 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

0.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.99g H,A0.9 ,A0.99 
0.25 H A0.9 A0.9 H H 

1 0.50 A0.9 A0.9A0.9 A0.9 H,A0.9 
0.75 A0.9 A0.9 A0.9 A0.9 A0.9 ,A0.99 
1.00 H,A0.9 A0.9 A0.9 A0.9 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 
0.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A09 H H H H,A0.9 
0.25 H,A0g H H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 

5 0.50 H,A09 H H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 
0.75 H,A0.9 A0.9 H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 
1.00 H,A0.9 H,A0.9 H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 
0.00 H,A0.9 ,A0.99 ,A0.999 H H H H,A09 ,A099 
0.25 A0.9 ,A0.99 H H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 

9 0.50 H A0.99 H H A0.9 ,A0.99 
0.75 H,A0.9 A0.9 H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 
1.00 H,A09 H,A0.9 H H H,A0.9 ,A0.99 

TABLE 3.1. Methods that found the optimal policy (a) within 300,000 steps (top) 
and (b) in the fewest steps (bottom) for given K, p, and q, where A0.9=ARTDPo.9, 
A0.99=ARTDP0.99, and A0.999=ARTDP0.999 

http:A0.99=ARTDP0.99
http:14,A0.99
http:H,A0.9,A0.99
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It is interesting to note that while 7=0.99 is preferable for ARTDP if finding 

the optimal policy is important, a value of 0.9 is to be preferred if faster convergence 

is more important. It is difficult to guess the correct value of -y for each new situation, 

because if it is too low, ARTDP could converge to a suboptimal policy and if it is 

too high, it converges very slowly. 

Our results are consistent with those of Mahadevan who compared Q-learning 

and R-learning in a robot simulator domain and a maze domain and found that R-

learning can be tuned to perform better (Mahadevan, 1996b). In summary, our 

experiments indicate that H-learning is more robust with respect to changes in the 

domain parameters, and in many cases, converges in fewer steps to more optimal 

policies than all the other methods at the cost of increased time per update. Thus 

our experiments suggest that Average Reward Reinforcement Learning methods are 

preferable to finding gain-optimal policies than the discounted methods. 

3.4.3. The Effect of p on the Convergence of H-learning 

The convergence characteristics of H-learning are different from those of dis

counted reinforcement learning methods (Ok, 1994). As the results of previous 

sections indicate, H-learning does not have the problems of discounted learning. It 

finds the average reward optimal policy without using any artificial discount factor, 

which could slow down discounted methods or distort their optimality criteria. 

H-learning usually converges faster than discounted reinforcement learning 

methods for a different reason as well. In order to update the h-value of a state, H-

learning uses three other values: the immediate reward, the h-values of possible next 

states, and the estimate of the average reward of the current greedy policy (p). The 

discounted reinforcement learning methods, on the other hand, use only two of these 
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values: the immediate reward and the values of possible next states. For the states 

that do not have any immediate reward, discounted reinforcement learning methods 

have to wait to update state values until they receive backpropagated values from 

their next states, while H-learning updates its h-values using p even before receiving 

the backpropagated values. Updating the h-values using p makes H-learning explore 

more effectively and thus converge faster than discounted reinforcement learning 

methods can, as we show below. 

FIGURE 3.8. The One-loop domain. Each state has two actions: move and stay. 
The optimal policy is to take move in every state. 

Consider the MDP of the One-loop domain in Figure 3.8. There are a total 

of 50 states each of which has two admissible actions: move and stay. There is a 

reward of 50 for the action move in state 50. The action move moves the agent in 

anti-clockwise direction. There is no reward for any action in any other state. The 

optimal policy is taking the move action in every state. 

In this experiment, we compared H-learning to ARTDP, where both algo

rithms took random exploratory actions with 0.1 probability. With 0.9 probability 

they took a greedy action. We call this "10 % random exploration". Figure 3.9 (a) 

shows the on-line average reward. Each point is the result of averaging the gain 
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FIGURE 3.9. (a) On-line average rewards per step over the last 800 steps with 10% 
random exploration and (b) the number of unnecessary steps taken going around 
the loop once with 10% random exploration in the One-loop domain. Each point is 
the mean of 30 trials. 
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over the last 800 steps for 30 trials. The plot shows that H-learning converged to 

the optimal policy faster than its discounted counterpart, ARTDP. 

Figure 3.9 (b) shows the number of stay actions taken while going around 

the loop once from state 1 to state 50. It suggests that while H-learning quickly 

stopped executing the suboptimal stay actions, ARTDP continued to execute them 

at a slowly decreasing rate. 

Until getting the first non-zero reward, H-learning and ARTDP behave ex

actly the same way. After H-learning gets a non-zero reward for the first time, it 

sets the value of p higher than zero. Because H-learning subtracts the value of p 

when it updates h-values, it reduces the h-values of states it visits. Since the esti

mate of p itself decreases as it moves towards the reward state, a higher value of p 

is subtracted from the states far off from the reward state than from those which 

are closer. Since H-learning prefers the agent to move toward the state with high 

h-value when the immediate reward is zero, the agent prefers to execute the move 

action rather than the stay action even when the final reward is not propagated 

fully to that state. Thus H-learning quickly converges to the optimal policy after 

receiving its first non-zero reward. 

However, ARTDP continues to choose random actions in every state until 

the state receives the backpropaged f-value. During one cycle around the loop, 

ARTDP can propagate a non-zero f-value to only one state that has not received 

it before. Therefore, ARTDP takes more stay actions in each cycle around the loop 

and thus takes more steps to converge to the optimal policy than H-learning. 

It is not always the case that H-learning converges faster than the discounted 

reinforcement learning. Updating the h-values using p makes H-learning converge 

slower than ARTDP in some domains. Consider the Two-loop domain in Figure 3.10 
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FIGURE 3.10. The Two-loop domain. The agent can stay or move to loop 1 or 
loop 2 in state 1. There are two actions: move and stay in loop 1, whereas there is 
only one action move in loop 2. The optimal policy is to take move actions while 
staying in loop 1. The optimal trajectory is shown in dark lines. 

for an example. In loop 1, there are 10 states that have two admissible actions in 

each: move and stay. The reward is 10 for move action in state 10. All other actions 

in this loop have zero reward. In loop 2, there are 50 states with only one admissible 

action move. The reward is 40 for the move action in state 50'. The gain of the 

policy of staying in loop 1 is 1, whereas the gain of the policy of staying in loop 2 is 

40/50. Hence the optimal policy is taking the move actions while staying in loop 1. 

We compared H-learning and ARTDP in the Two-loop domain with 10% 

random exploration. Figure 3.11 (a) shows the on-line average reward over the last 

2400 steps, averaged over 30 trials. 

Both H-learning and ARTDP found the optimal policy in a few steps because 

they need only 10 rotations of loop 1 to find the optimal policy even if the state 

values are updated only by backpropagation of values from the final reward state. 

But H-learning failed to retain its optimal policy after about 15000 steps while 

ARTDP retained it till the end of learning (30,000 steps). 
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FIGURE 3.11. (a) On-line average reward over the last 2400 steps and (b) the ratio 
of taking loop 2 in state 1 over the last 10 visits of state 1. Each point is the mean of 
30 trials with 10% random exploration in the Two-loop domain. -y=0.9 for ARTDP. 
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To understand the behavior of the system in this example, we should know 

that when p is higher than the gain of the current greedy policy the h-values of their 

states decrease. When p is lower than the gain of the current policy, the h-values of 

the states in that policy increase. (This is explained more fully in the next chapter). 

When visiting the states in loop 1, the value of p gradually increases from 0 

to 1. As this happens, since the average reward of the policy is 1 within loop 1 and 

p is typically less than 1, the h-values of states in loop 1, including that of state 1, 

gradually increase. When the system finally explores loop 2, the increased h-value 

of state 1, combined with the immediate reward of 40 in the last step of loop 2 make 

the p estimate slightly higher than 1. (The h-values of remaining states in loop 2 

cancel each other out.) This in turn reduces the h-values of states in the current 

greedy policy, i.e., the states in loop I. When this happens, the greedy policy in 

state 1 eventually chooses loop 2 (at around 15,000 steps) because h(2) becomes less 

than h(2'). Since the average rewards for the two loops are close, the agent stays in 

loop 2 for some time before returning to loop 1, which reduces its on-line average 

reward per step. 

While H-learning has a difficulty of correctly adjusting p due to rarely visited 

states with a high reward, ARTDP does not have such a difficulty. 7 for ARTDP is 

set to 0.9. In this domain, the optimal policy is taking loop 1, which is much shorter 

than loop 2. So there is no discounting problem discussed in Section 2.5. Once the 

reward from state 10 reaches state 1 through backpropagation, ARTDP learns to 

follow loop 1 and never changes its policy. 

Figure 3.11 (b) shows this more clearly. The Y-axis indicates the average 

ratio of choosing loop 2 over loop 1, computed over the last 10 visits. Since there 

are 3 actions in state 1, after finding the optimal policy, the ratio must be about 

0.03 due to the 10% random exploration. The ratio for H-learning after 1000 visits 
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of state 1 is much higher than 0.03 while that of ARTDP is about 0.03 all the time 

except in the beginning. 

Because R-learning is also an average reward RL method, it has properties 

similar to H-learning, which are due to the global propagation of p. 

3.5. Summary 

We introduced a model-based reinforcement learning method called H-

learning that optimizes the average reward, and compared it to three previously 

published learning methods in the domain of Automatic Guided Vehicles. We 

showed that when discounted optimal policy conflicts with the gain-optimal policy, 

discounted learning methods converge to policies with suboptimal average reward. 

The model-based methods usually converge in fewer steps, but consume several 

times more CPU-time in each step than the model-free methods. On the whole, it 

appears that H-learning is superior to the other three methods because it is more 

robust to changes in the domain parameters, gets better average reward in fewer 

steps, and requires no parameter tuning. The increased CPU-time needed for each 

update when compared to R-learning appears to be modest in our domain. This 

problem is solved more fully in the next chapter. 
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4. AUTO-EXPLORATORY H-LEARNING 

All Reinforcement Learning methods need exploration to find the optimal 

policy in most domains. Without exploration, H-learning could get stuck in a sub

optimal policy since changing the policy could result in a temporary loss of reward. 

This chapter introduces an extension to H-learning, which automatically explores 

the unexplored part of the state space, while always choosing greedy actions with 

respect to the current value function. It is shown that this "Auto-exploratory H-

learning" performs better than the original H-learning under previously studied 

exploration methods such as random, recency-based, and counter-based exploration 

(Ok & Tadepalli, 1996). 

4.1. Exploration 

When the learning agent is responsible for selecting actions while it learns, 

there is a trade-off between exploitation and exploration (Thrun, 1994). Exploration 

is selecting actions for learning new knowledge, and exploitation is selecting actions 

that maximize the reward according to the current knowledge. 

An agent that always chooses actions to improve its knowledge is of no use 

if it never puts that knowledge into practice. At the other extreme, an agent that 

always chooses actions that maximize its reward according to its current knowledge 

can easily get stuck in a suboptimal policy. Therefore, an agent needs to select 

actions based on both of these goals. 

Many exploration schemes have been studied in the literature (Thrun, 1992). 

Random exploration selects actions randomly according to some probability distri
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bution over the set of admissible actions. The agent chooses random actions with a 

small probability and a greedy action, i.e., an action with the highest utility, with a 

high probability. In Boltzmann exploration, the agent chooses actions probabilisti

cally, giving high probabilities to actions with high utilities(Barto & Singh, 1990). 

In counter-based exploration, a bonus is given to execute actions that lead to less 

frequently visited states. In recency-based exploration, the agent prefers to execute 

least recently executed actions in a given state. 

Random exploration is too expensive. In fact, Whitehead has shown that 

reaching a goal state with initially uninformed random exploration can require a 

number of action executions that is exponential in the size of the state space (White

head, 1991). 

However, Koenig and Simmons (Koenig & Simmons, 1996) have shown that 

Q-learning can find the shortest paths from all states to a goal state in time linear 

in the size of the state space by penalizing the agent for each action execution, or 

by proper initialization of Q-values ("initializing high"). Both changes produce a 

dense reward structure, which facilitates efficient exploration. 

The interval estimation algorithm by Kaelbling (Kaelbling, 1990) is based on 

maintaining a confidence interval of the value function. In this algorithm, the agent 

always chooses an action that maximizes the upper bound of the confidence interval. 

This ensures that the chosen action either has high utility and is exploitative, or has 

a large confidence interval which reduces with further exploration. The statistic used 

for estimating the value function ensures the correctness of the confidence interval 

with a high probability and is in part a function of the number of experiences. The 

upper bound is initialized with the largest possible reward, and the utility values 

are carefully decreased on the basis of experience. 
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4.2. Sensitivity of Algorithms to Exploration
 

The performance of the reinforcement learning methods is sensitive to the 

exploration method. We compared the performances of H-learning, R-learning, 

ARTDP, and Q-learning as a function of exploration rate in the Delivery domain 

shown in Figure 3.5. We experimented with random exploration at rates 10%, 20%, 

30%, 40%, 50% and 60%, with K=5, p=0.5, and q=0.0, where exploratory moves 

are chosen uniformly randomly from all admissible actions. The parameters for R-

learning, ARTDP, and Q-learning are the same as the parameters when K=5 in 

Section 3.4.1. There are no parameters to set for H-learning. 

To isolate the loss due to exploration from the advantage of exploration, we 

divided each trial into 100 alternating training and testing phases. Each training 

phase was followed by a testing phase of 100,000 actions. There was no learning 

or exploration during the testing phase, and evaluation was stopped during the 

training phase. The results were obtained by taking the median of off-line average 

reward over 10 trials of 2 million training actions each. One consequence of this 

off-line evaluation is that we can see the effect of exploration on the optimality of 

the learned policy. 

Figure 4.1 (a) shows the performances of H-learning. With more than 20% 

random exploration, H-learning always quickly found the optimal policy. But a 

20% exploration rate made H-learning slow to find the optimal policy, and a 10% 

rate made more than 5 trials of H-learning unable to find the optimal policy until 

2 million steps. With the reward functions in the Delivery domain, H-learning 

performs better with a high exploration rate. 

The performance of R-learning is shown in Figure 4.1 (b). Up to 1 million 

steps, the performance of R-learning varied a lot. But, after that, R-learning found 
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the optimal policy for all exploration rates. This result shows that R-learning is not 

very sensitive to exploration rate. 

As Figure 4.2 (a) shows, the higher the exploration rate, the better ARTDP's 

performance. 60% exploration rate made ARTDP find the optimal policy very 

quickly. With 30% exploration rate ARTDP was able to find the optimal policy, 

even though the convergence was slow. However, with less than 30% exploration 

rate ARTDP was unable to find the optimal policy. ARTDP needs more exploration 

than H-learning for the same performance in this domain. 

Figure 4.2 (b) shows the results of Q-learning which look quite different from 

those of the previous three learning algorithms. Q-learning performed the same for 

any exploration rate and could never find the optimal policy. 

As we have seen, the learning speeds of all methods depend on exploration 

rates. Average reward learning methods, H-learning and R-learning, are less sen

sitive to the exploration rate than discounted learning methods, ARTDP and Q-

learning, because they have an inherent tendency to explore when the average re

ward p is higher than 0. Since p, when higher than 0, reduces the h-values of states 

in H-learning and reduces the R-values of state-action pairs in R-learning, it en

hances the chance of less frequently executed actions to be selected in the future. 

Because the value of p for R-learning fluctuates more than that of H-learning, it is 

higher than 0 more often in R-learning and hence R-learning could find the optimal 

policy with less random exploration than H-learning. These results prompted to 

us to study closely the relationship between p and the tendency of H-learning to 

automatically explore the state space. 
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4.3. Derivation of Auto-exploratory H-learning (AH-learning) 

Recall that H-learning needs exploratory actions to ensure that every state is 

visited sufficiently often during training. Unfortunately, actions executed exclusively 

for exploratory purpose could lead to decreased average reward, because they do not 

fully exploit the agent's current knowledge of how to maximize the gain. 

In this section, we will describe a version of H-learning called Auto-

exploratory H-learning (AH-learning), which avoids the above problem by auto

matically exploring the promising parts of the state space while always executing 

current greedy actions. Our approach is similar to Kaelbling's Interval Estima

tion (IE) algorithm, and Koenig and Simmons's method of representing the reward 

functions using action-penalty scheme (Kaelbling, 1990; Koenig & Simmons, 1996). 

We are primarily interested in non-ergodic MDPs here because ergodic MDPs 

do not need exploration. Unfortunately, the gain of a stationary policy for a mul

tichain (non-unichain) MDP depends on the initial state (Puterman, 1994). Hence 

we consider some restricted classes of MDPs. An MDP is communicating if for every 

pair of states i, j, there is a stationary policy under which they communicate. For 

example, our Delivery domain is communicating. A weakly communicating MDP 

also allows a set of states which are transient under every stationary policy in ad

dition (Puterman, 1994). Although the gain of a stationary policy for a weakly 

communicating MDP also depends on the initial state, the gain of an optimal policy 

does not. AH-learning exploits this fact, and works by using p as an upper bound on 

the optimal gain. It does this by initializing p to a high value and by slowly reducing 

it to the gain of the optimal policy. AH-learning is applicable to find gain-optimal 

policies for weakly communicating MDPs, a strict superset of unichains. 
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There are two reasons why H-learning needs exploration: to learn accurate 

action and reward models, and to learn correct h-values. Inadequate exploration 

could adversely affect the accuracy of either of these, making the system converge 

to a suboptimal policy. 

The key observation in the design of AH-learning is that the current value of 

p affects how the h-values are updated for the states in the current greedy policy. 

Let p be the current suboptimal greedy policy, and p(p) be its gain. Consider what 

happens if the current value of p is less than p(p). Recall that h(i) is updated to be 

maxtteu(i){ri(u)+ ;i= p ,3 (u)h(j)} p. Ignoring the changes to p itself, the h-values 

for states in the current greedy policy tend to increase on the average, because the 

sum of immediate rewards for this policy in any n steps is likely to be higher than 

np (since p < p(p)). It is possible, under these circumstances, that the h-values 

of all states in the current policy increase or stay the same. Since the h-values of 

states not visited by this policy do not change, this implies that by executing the 

greedy policy, the system can never get out of this set of states. If the optimal 

policy involves going through states not visited by the greedy policy, it will never 

be learned. 

This is illustrated clearly in the Two-state MDP in Figure 4.3, which is a 

communicating multichain. In this domain, the optimal policy p* is taking the 

action move in state 1 and stay in state 2 with p(p*) = 2. Without any exploration, 

H-learning finds the optimal policy in approximately half of the trials for this domain 

those trials in which the stay action in state 2 is executed before the stay action in 

state 1. If the stay action in state 1 is executed before that in state 2, it receives a 

reward of +1 and updates h(1) to 1+ h(1) p. If p is between 0 and 1, this increases 

the value of h(1) in every update until finally p converges to 1. Since greedy action 
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move(0,0.5) move(0,0.5) 

stay(1,1) stay(2,1). 
FIGURE 4.3. The Two-state domain. The notation action(r,p) on the arc from a 
node 1 to 2 indicates that p is the probability of the next state being 2 when action 
is executed from 1, and r is the immediate reward. 

choice always results in the stay action in state 1, H-learning never visits state 2 and 

therefore converges to a suboptimal policy. 

Now consider what happens if p > p(p) for the current greedy policy p. In 

this case, by the same argument as before, the h-values of the states in the current 

greedy policy must decrease on the average. This means that eventually the states 

outside the set of states visited by the greedy policy will have their h-values higher 

than some of those visited by the greedy policy. Since the MDP is assumed to 

be weakly communicating, the recurrent states with higher h-values are reachable 

from the states with decreasing h-values, and eventually will be visited, ignoring the 

transient states that do not affect the gain. Thus, as long as p > p(p), there is no 

danger of getting stuck in a suboptimal policy p. This suggests changing H-learning 

so that it starts with a high initial p-value, po, high enough so that it never gets 

below the gain of any suboptimal policy. 

In the preceding discussion, we ignored the changes to the p-value itself. In 

fact, p is constantly changing at a rate determined by a. Hence, even though p was 

initially higher than p(p), because it is now decreasing, it can become smaller than 
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p(p) after a while. To make the previous argument work, we have to adjust a so 

that p changes slowly compared to the h-values. This can be done by starting with 

a sufficiently low initial a-value, ao. We denote H-learning with the initial values 

p0 and ao by HP°''°. Hence, the H-learning we used until now is H". 

So far, we have considered the effect of lack of exploration on the h-values. 

We now turn to its effect on the accuracy of action models. For the rest of the 

discussion, it is useful to define the utility R(i, u) of a state action pair (i, u) to be 

R(i, u) = r (u) + Epi,,(u)h(.7)- p. (4.1) 
3.=1 

Hence, the greedy actions in state i are actions that maximize the R-value 

in state i. 

Consider the following run of H6'0.2 in the Two-state domain, where, in step 1, 

the agent executes the action stay in state 1. It reduces h(1) = R(1, stay) to 1 p and 

takes the action move in the next step. Assume that move takes it to state 1 because 

it has 50% failure rate. With this limited experience, the system assumes that both 

the actions have the same next state in state 1, and stay has a reward +1 while move 

has 0. Hence, it determines that R(1, stay) = 1+ h(1) p > 0+ h (1) p = R(1, move) 

and continues to execute stay, and keeps decreasing the value of h(1). Even though 

h(2) > h(1), the agent cannot get to state 2 because it does not have the correct 

action model. Therefore, it cannot learn the correct action model for move, and 

keeps executing stay. Unfortunately, this problem cannot be fixed by changing po 

or ao. 

The solution we have implemented, called "Auto-exploratory H-Learning" 

(AH-learning), starts with a high po and low a() (AHP°''°), and stores the R-values 

explicitly. In H-learning, all R-values of the same state are effectively updated 

at the same time by updating the h-value, which sometimes makes it converge to 
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incorrect action models. In AH-learning, R(i , u) is updated by the right hand side 

of Equation (4.1) only when action u is taken in state i. The schematic diagram of 

AH-learning is shown in Figure 4.4. 

action 

Average reward
optimization 

Environment 
(Domain) reinforcement 

state 

Agent 
(All-learning) 

Value 
Function 

R(state,op) 

Reward Action 
models models 

Domain models 

FIGURE 4.4. The schematic diagram for AH-learning. 

When p is higher than the gain of the current greedy policy, the R-value 

of the executed action is decreased, while the R-values of the other actions remain 

the same. Therefore, eventually, the unexecuted actions appear to be the best in 

the current state, forcing the system to explore such actions. Thus, AH-learning is 

forced to execute all actions, learn correct models and find the optimal policy by 

executing only greedy actions. 

Figure 4.5(a) shows the plot of R-values from a single run of AH6'0-2 in the 

Two-state domain. All initial R-values are 0. Because the immediate reward of 

any action is much lower than the initial value of p, updating of R-values rapidly 

reduces them in the beginning. Thus, the action just executed is rarely chosen as 

the best action the next time. Therefore, AH"2 can learn accurate action models 
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by executing each action in each state many times. As p gets close to 2, R(2, stay) 

reduces very little, because r(2, stay) is the same as p. But the R-values for other 

actions will be decreased significantly whenever they are executed, because p is 

significantly higher than their immediate reward. Thus, the system finds the optimal 

policy in the Two-state domain. 

Figure 4.5(b) shows the on-line average reward for 100 trials of AH 6,0.2 H6,0.2 

and H" in the Two-state domain shown in Figure 4.3. Without any exploration, 

AH".2 found the optimal policy in all 100 trials tested, whereas H °'1, and H".2 

found the optimal policy in 57 and 69 trials respectively. This confirms our hypoth

esis that AH-learning explores the search space effectively while always executing 

greedy actions. On this very simple Two-state domain, all previously discussed 

learning methods except AH-learning, including H-learning, ARTDP, Q-learning, 

and R-learning need exploration to find the optimal policy. 

4.4. Setting Parameter Values for AH-learning 

AH-learning shows that it is possible to find the optimal policy without any 

exploration, i.e., by only choosing the actions according to the greedy policy. But 

it is also possible for AH-learning to learn a suboptimal policy if either p or a is 

initialized improperly. In this section, we give some intuition for choosing proper 

initial values for p and a using another simple domain shown in Figure 4.6. 

In this domain, there is only one state with three possible actions:bad-stay, 

stay, and good-stay. The rewards for bad-stay, stay, and good-stay are +1, +2, and 

+2.1 respectively. The optimal policy is executing good-stay. 

By assuming that the AH-learning learns the correct models, we can derive 

the following from Equation 4.1: 
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good-stay 

bad-stay stay 

FIGURE 4.6. The One-state domain. 

R(1,bad-stay) = 1 + h(1) p = 1 + max, R(1, a) p 

R(1,stay) = 2 + h(1) p = 2 + max, R(1, a) p 

R(1,good-stay) = 2.1 + h(1) p = 2.1 + max, R(1, a) p 

When there is no additional exploration, an action a is chosen only when 

the R(1, a) is the maximum over all actions. Since the R-value is updated for an 

action only when that action is chosen, it follows that the R-values are changed by 

the difference between the immediate reward of the action and the p-value. When 

p is higher than 2.1, the R-value is decreased in every R-value update. When p is 

between 2.1 and 2, R(1,bad-stay) and R(1,stay) are decreased, but R(1,good-stay) is 

increased in every update. When p is between 2 and 1, R(Lbad-stay) is decreased, 

but the other R-values are increased in every R-value update. When p is lower than 

1, each R-value is increased in every R-value update. In general, the R-values of 

the actions in a policy increase if p is smaller than the gain of that policy. otherwise 

the R-values of the actions decrease or stay the same. 
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two actions could not be chosen any more. Therefore, from step 3, R(1,good-stay) 

remained the maximum of the R-values for all actions and stopped increasing after 

p became 2.1. It means also that AII2.09,0.01 found the optimal policy. 

Figure 4.8 shows two different experiments that illustrate that AH-learning 

does not find the optimal policy in this domain when p is initialized to a value less 

than p(psuboptimai) 

The top plot in Figure 4.8 was obtained by A Hi.99,o.oi. The initial value of 

p was less than both p(p*) and the p-value for the policy that always takes the 

action stay. In the first step, the action bad-stay was chosen and R(1,bad-stay) 

was decreased. At the next step, the action stay was chosen but R(1,stay) was 

increased because p was less than +2. After this step, R(1,stay) kept increasing 

until p converged to 2. Once R(1,stay) was increased, took only the 

action stay thereafter because there was no chance for the R-values for other actions 

to be higher than R(1,stay). Therefore, AH1.99,0.01 converged to a suboptimal policy. 

By a similar reason, the plot at the bottom that was obtained by AH 0.99,0.01 

shows that AH-learning found the worst policy taking bad-stay actions when p 

is initialized to a value less than its gain. The R-value for bad-stay was increased 

until p converged to 1. In this case, AH0.99'0' had chosen bad-stay in step 1 and 

had never taken action good-stay, or stay during the remaining learning steps. 

From the four experiments on the One-state domain shown in Figure 4.6, 

we can generalize and conclude that when p is higher than the gain of the best 

suboptimal policy during all learning steps, All-learning finds the optimal policy. 

However, if p becomes lower than the gain of the best suboptimal policy any time 

during learning, AH-learning might learn a suboptimal policy. 

http:0.99,0.01
http:AH1.99,0.01
http:Hi.99,o.oi
http:AII2.09,0.01
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Figure 4.9 shows the on-line average reward of AH2.5n°.2 and H" out of 30 

trials with no exploration. AH-learning found the optimal policy for all trials because 

p is kept higher than 2.0. But, H-learning learned the optimal policy for only 5 out 

of the 30 trials. 

The main point of this section is that AH-learning learns the optimal policy 

by exploring automatically if the initial values of p and a are properly tuned so that 

p always keeps higher than the gain of the best suboptimal policy during learning. 
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4.5. Effective Exploration of AH-learning 

In this section, it will be shown that All-learning explores the state space 

more effectively than H-learning with random exploration. 

FIGURE 4.10. The Corridor domain for which a random walk needs an exponential 
number of steps in the size of the state space to get a positive reward. 

We compare the exploration of AH-learning with that of H-learning in the 

Corridor domain of Figure 4.10. There are 11 states in this domain. Each state 

except the states 1 and n has actions move-right, move-left, and stay. State 1 and 

state n do not have move-left and move-right, respectively. A positive reward, +1, is 

given when the agent takes the action stay in state 1. There is no reward for other 

cases. Hence, the optimal policy is to go to state 1 using move-left and keep taking 

action stay in state 1. 

This domain requires an effective exploration to find the optimal policy be

cause it does not have any penalty but has only a reward at the end. Once an agent 

receives a positive reward, then finding the optimal policy is very easy. Therefore, 

the performance in this domain crucially depends on the effectiveness of exploration 

of the learning algorithm. 

Figure 4.11 (a) shows the average number of steps over 100 trials to receive 

the first reward for H and AH-learning from different starting states when n=50. 

Before H got a reward, p is 0 and all R-values were also 0. Therefore in any state each 
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possible action was chosen with equal probability. By selecting actions uniformly 

randomly, it takes many steps to receive the first positive reward as we can see in 

the plot. 

However, AH-learning receives its first positive reward in much fewer steps 

than H-learning (See Figure 4.11 (a)). p and a are initially set to 0.1 and 0.0001, 

respectively in order to keep p higher than the gain of any possible suboptimal pol

icy at any learning step. Since p is initialized to 0.1, whenever AHo.i,o.000i updates a 

R-value, its R-value is decreased by p. Thus, AH-learning prefers to select less fre

quently executed actions. Hence, it consistently moves in one direction and receives 

the first positive reward in very few steps. 

As a result of effective exploration of AH-learning, we can see a big difference 

in the performance between AH-learning and H-learning. Figure 4.11 (b) shows the 

on-line average rewards over 100 trials of AH°.1,o.0001 H without exploration, and, 

H with 10% random exploration in the Corridor domain when n =50. Allo.i,o.oan 

converged to the optimal policy faster than H with or without random exploration. 

Before H-learning with or without random exploration receives the positive 

reward, it always takes random actions because all R-values in any state are zero, 

p=0, and the reward of all actions except stay in state 1 are zero. Thus, there is no 

difference between H-learning with exploration and H-learning without exploration. 

After it receives the positive reward in state 1 once, H-learning acts like AH-learning 

because the value of p is higher than zero. However, H-learning with 10% random 

exploration takes the stay actions more than H-learning without random exploration. 

Therefore, H-learning with 10% random exploration has less on-line average reward 

than H-learning without exploration. 

In this domain, AH-learning explores like H-learning with counter-based ex

ploration because AH-learning prefers to select less frequently executed actions. But 
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there is a difference between AH-learning and H-learning with counter-based explo

ration. H-learning with counter-based exploration cannot be applied to a domain 

with only one state. One needs to keep track of the number of times each action is 

executed to apply counter-based exploration in a such domain. AH-learning can be 

seen as giving penalty to state-action pairs which have been exercised often, whereas 

counter-based exploration gives bonus to states which have not been visited often. 

On the average, the amount of penalty is the difference between the current p value 

and the gain of the current greedy policy. This ensures that actions in better policies 

get executed more often than others. For example, in our One-state domain, the 

worst action bad-stay was chosen only once when R(1,bad-stay) was greater than 

R(1,stay) and R(1, good-stay). stay was chosen 5 times when R(1,stay) was the 

highest among the R-values. But the best action good-stay was chosen for more 

than 90 times. 

Thus, AH-learning explores the state space effectively while minimizing use

less exploration by changing the R-values of actions by an amount based on their 

immediate rewards and p. Since AH-learning minimizes useless exploration, it learns 

the optimal policy faster than random exploration. 

4.6. Experimental Results in the Delivery Domain 

In the last two sections, we have seen that AH-learning finds the optimal 

policy if p is higher than the gain of any suboptimal policy in any learning step, and 

that AH-learning explores the state space effectively and finds the optimal policy 

faster than random exploration. In this section, we compare AH-learning with some 

other exploration strategies in the Delivery domain of Figure 3.5. Unlike H-learning, 

our implementation of AH-learning does not explicitly store the policy. 
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We compared AH-learning to three other exploration methods: random ex

ploration, counter-based exploration and recency-based exploration (Thrun, 1994). 

In counter-based exploration, in any state i, an action a is chosen that maximizes 

R(i, a) + 6 n 
co) where c(i) is the number of times state i is visited, and 6Pt (u)c(3) ' .1 ,3 

is a small positive constant. In recency-based exploration, an action a is selected 

which maximizes the sum of the current value function R(i, a) and c (i, a), where 

n(i , a) is the number of steps since the action a is executed in state i last, and E is a 

small constant. In all the three cases, the parameters were tuned by trail and error 

until they gave the best performance. 
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The parameters for the Delivery domain, p, q and K, were set to 0.5, 0.0 

and 5 as in Figure 3.6 (b). Proper exploration is particularly important in this 

domain for the following reasons: first, the domain is stochastic; second, it takes 

many steps to propagate high rewards; and third, there are many suboptimal policies 

with gain close to the optimal gain. For all these reasons, it is difficult to maintain 

p consistently higher than the gain of any suboptimal policy, which is important for 

AH-learning to find the optimal policy. It gave the best performance with po = 2 

and ao = 0.0002. 

Figure 4.12 shows the on-line average rewards over 30 trials of AH 2,0.0002, 

Hi,o.00l, and H °'1, with no exploratory actions, and of H °'1 with 3 different exploration 

methods: 8% random exploration, counter-based exploration with b = 0.05, and 

recency-based exploration with c = 0.02. 

Without any exploration, H °'1 could not find the optimal policy even once. 

By proper tuning of po and ao, it improved significantly, and was only slightly worse 

than AH, which found the optimal policy in all 30 trials. Counter-based exploration 

appears much better than random exploration for this domain, while recency-based 

exploration seems worse. AH-learning achieved a much better on-line reward than 

all other exploration methods, and did so more quickly than others. 

Since AH-learning shows much better performance than H-learning, it is 

interesting to compare AH-learning with other RL methods with respect to CPU 

time. The performance curves of all methods other than AH-learning in Figure 4.13 

are copied from Figure 3.7. We tested AH-learning without exploration when K=1 

and 5, and added these results to Figure 4.13. These results illustrate two points. 

Firstly, AH-learning gave much higher on-line average reward than other methods 

because it did not take any random exploratory actions while all the other methods 

took exploratory actions even after convergence. Secondly, AH-learning converged 
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FIGURE 4.13. (a) Average rewards vs. training time for AH1'0.0005, H071, ARTDP, 
Q-learning, and R-learning with K=1 (top), and (b) average rewards vs. training 
time for AH2'0.0002, H0,1, ARTDP, Q-learning, and R-learning with K=5 (bottom). 
Each point is the mean of the average reward over the last 40,000 steps for 30 
trials with p=0.5 and q=0.0. All methods except AH-learning use 10% random 
exploration. 
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to the optimal policy much faster than the other methods in the long-range domain 

because it explored the state space much more effectively than the other methods. 

These results suggests that with proper initialization of p and a, AH-learning 

automatically explores the state space much more effectively than the other explo

ration schemes. A particularly attractive feature of AH-learning is that it does so 

without sacrificing any gain, and hence should be preferred to other methods. Al

though AH-learning does involve tuning two parameters p and a, it appears that 

at least p can be automatically adjusted. One way to do this is to keep track of 

the currently known maximum immediate reward over all state-action pairs, and 

reinitialize p to something higher than this value whenever it changes. 

4.7. Summary 

Like other reinforcement learning methods, H-learning needs to take some 

exploratory actions as well as greedy actions in order to find the optimal policy in 

most domains. 

There are two reasons that H-learning needs exploratory actions to find the 

optimal policy. One is that H-learning without exploration could learn incorrect 

models. Another is that a zero-initialized p may increase the R-values of executed 

actions and thus may not allow H-learning to choose less executed actions, which 

may actually be optimal. 

Auto-exploratory H-learning overcomes the second problem by initializing its 

p to a high value and learning rate a to a small value so that p is always higher than 

the gain of any suboptimal policy. It solves the problem of converging on incorrect 

models by explicitly maintaining the R-values of state-action pairs and by updating 

them only when the corresponding state-action pair is exercised. 
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Because the R-values of state-action pairs in a suboptimal policy are gradu

ally reduced when p is higher than the gain of any suboptimal policy, AH-learning 

effectively executes all state-action pairs as the need arises and finds the optimal 

policy while always executing greedy actions. 

Experimental results in various domains suggest that with proper initializa

tion of p and a, AH-learning automatically explores the state space much more 

effectively than the other exploration schemes. A particularly attractive feature of 

AH-learning is that it does so without sacrificing any gain, and hence should be 

preferred to other methods including H-learning. 
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5. SCALING UP AVERAGE REWARD REINFORCEMENT 
LEARNING 

In order to apply reinforcement learning algorithms to real-world domains, 

we need a method to approximate and compactly store the action and reward models 

and the value function. Value function approximation has been studied extensively 

in the context of discounted reinforcement learning, but there was almost no research 

on approximating value functions and action models in the context of Average Re

ward Learning. 

This chapter introduces two extensions to H-learning to address the scale

up problem. We extend H-learning to learn action models and reward functions 

in the form of Bayesian networks, and approximate its value function using local 

linear regression. These algorithms were tested on several AGV scheduling tasks 

and showed that they are effective in significantly reducing the space requirement 

of H-learning and making it converge faster (Tadepalli & Ok, 1996). To the best of 

our knowledge, our results are the first in applying function approximation to ARL. 

The first section introduces why RL needs approximation. Section 2 describes 

learning actions models as dynamic Bayesian networks. Section 3 describes our value 

function approximation method. Section 4 presents experimental results in several 

domains. Section 5 summarizes this chapter. 

5.1. The Need for Approximation 

As we have seen in the previous chapters, all the basic RL methods including 

H-learning and AH-learning are based on dynamic programming and need space 
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proportional to the number of states to store the value function. For interesting 

real-world domains, the number of states can be enormous, causing a combinatorial 

explosion in the time and space requirements for the algorithms. In addition, such 

algorithms completely compartmentalize the information they have about individual 

states. If they learn to perform a particular action in a particular state, that has no 

influence on what they will do in similar states. In realistic environments, an agent 

cannot ever expect to encounter all of the states, let alone have enough experience 

with each one to learn the appropriate response. Thus, it is important to generalize 

to states that have not been experienced by the system, from similar states that 

have been experienced. This is usually done by finding an approximation for the 

value function from a hypothesized function space. 

All table-based reinforcement learning methods, such as H-learning, Q-

learning, R-learning, ARTDP, and so on, suffer from excessive space requirement. 

Model-free learning methods need space to store the value function for each state-

action pair. Model-based learning methods need space to store the value function 

for each state, transition probability for each state-action pair and each potential 

next state (action model), and expected immediate reward for each state-action pair 

(reward model). The domain model is the combination of the action models and 

reward models as defined in Section 2.2. In fact, all basic Reinforcement Learn

ing methods need space exponential in the number of state variables (number of 

machines, jobs to be transported, number of AGVs etc.) just to store the value 

function. 

Figure 5.1 shows two diagrams: one for RL without model and value function 

approximation (top) and another one for RL with approximation (bottom). Without 

approximation, RL needs to store the exact value function and the domain model. 
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There have been several function approximation methods studied in the dis

counted RL literature, including neural network learning, clustering, memory-based 

methods, and locally weighted regression (Lin, 1992; Boyan & Moore, 1994; Mahade

van & Connell, 1992; Moore, 1990; Schaal & Atkeson, 1994). Two characteristics of 

the AGV scheduling domain attracted us to local linear regression as the method of 

choice. First, the location of the AGV is one of the most important features of the 

state in this domain. Any function approximation scheme must be able to generalize 

specific locations of the AGV to large regions. Second, the value function for H-

learning varies linearly over large geometric regions with uniform reward structure, 

where the values of other non-geometric features are fixed. In other words, the value 

function is piecewise linear in the location feature. 

Model-based methods like H-learning also have the additional problem of 

having to explicitly store their action models and the reward functions, which we 

call the domain models. Dynamic Bayesian networks have been successfully used in 

the past to represent the domain models (Russell & Norvig, 1995). In many cases, it 

is possible to design these networks in such a way that a small number of parameters 

are sufficient to fully specify the domain models. 

5.2. Model Generalization using Bayesian Networks 

One of the disadvantages of model-based methods like H-learning is that ex

plicitly storing its action and reward models consumes a lot of space. The space 

requirement for storing the models can be anywhere from 0(nm) to O(n2m) de

pending on the stochasticity of the domain, where n is the number of states and 

m is the number of actions. To scale the model-based learning methods to large 

domains, we need to compactly represent the domain models. 
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Dynamic Bayesian networks have been used in the literature to compactly 

represent stochastic domain models (Russell & Norvig, 1995; Dean & Kanazawa, 

1989; Nicholson & Brady, 1992; Kjaerulff, 1992; Boutilier et al., 1995). In this 

section, we describe how we can adapt H-learning to learn the parameters for them, 

assuming that the network structure is given. 

We assume that a state is described by a set of discrete valued features. A 

dynamic Bayesian network represents the relationships between the feature values 

and the action at time t, and the feature values at time t 1. A Bayesian network 

is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes represent random variables which can have 

values, along with a conditional probability table (CPT) associated with every node. 

The CPT at each node describes the probabilities of different values for a node 

conditioned on the values of its parents. 

Loading AGV Unloading 
Zone Lane Zone 

Job generator Conveyor-belt 

Ei Job Package 

FIGURE 5.2. (a) The Slippery-lane domain (top) and (b) its Bayesian network 
(bottom). 
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The probability of any event given some evidence is determined by the net

work and the associated CPTs, and there are many algorithms to compute this 

(Russell & Norvig, 1995). Since the network structure is given as prior knowledge 

in our case, learning action models reduces to learning the CPTs. 

We illustrate the Bayesian network representation using the Slippery-lane 

domain in Figure 5.2 (a). There is a job generator on the left and a conveyor-belt 

on the right. The job generator generates a new job immediately after the AGV 

loads a job. The goal of the AGV is to repeatedly load a job at the loading zone 

and unload it at the unloading zone. A state of this domain can be described by 

the job on AGV (Job-on-AGV which is 0 or 1) and the AGV location (AGV-Loc). 

There are six actions: stay, load, unload, forward, backward, and move. The 

action forward is for entering the lane from the loading zone, and backward is for 

entering the lane from the unloading zone. If move is executed, it moves towards 

its correct destination with probability and in the incorrect direction with 

probability 1 Pmo (since the lane is slippery). The other actions have the obvious 

meanings. The AGV gets a positive reward of 5 when it unloads a job, and gets a 

penalty of -0.005 whenever it moves with a job. In all other cases, the reward is 0. 

Figure 5.2 (b) shows the Bayesian network for this domain. AJob-on-AGV 

and AAGV-Loc represent the changes to the values of Job-on-AGV and AGV-Loc, 

respectively. In this domain, zJob -on -AGV is either +1 for loading, -1 for unloading, 

and 0 for other actions, and AAGV-Loc is either +1 for moving right, 0 for staying, 

and -1 for moving left. Because the load and unload actions are admissible only 

when Job-on-AGV has the appropriate value, AJob-on-AGV is independent of Job-

on-AGV or AGV-Loc, given the Action. But the Job-on-AGV node is connected to 

AAGV-Loc too because the direction of move is dependent on Job-on-AGV. Since 

the action move receives a negative reward only when the AGV has a job, the node 
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Exp-Reward, which denotes the expected immediate reward, has both Job-on-AGV 

and Action as its parents. 

Learning the CPTs of the dynamic Bayesian network from examples is 

straightforward. Consider a node f which has parents , fk. The conditional 

probability P(f = zdfi = vi, . . , fk = vk) is approximated by the fraction of state-

action pairs in which f has the value v out of all cases in which the parents have the 

desired values. For example, the probability of AAGV-Loc = +1 given Job-on-AGV 

= 1 and Action = move is the fraction of the cases in which the AGV moved right 

when it had a job and move was executed. 

If n is the number of different AGV locations, the above Bayesian network 

representation reduces the space requirement of the domain models from 10n 4 to 

32. An important consequence of this reduction is that learning of domain models 

can now be much faster. Unfortunately, this is not always easy to see because the 

learning time is often dominated by the time it takes to learn the value function, and 

not the time it takes to learn the domain models. This is true in our Delivery domain. 

But in domains such as the Slippery-lane, where accurate domain model learning is 

crucial for performance, Bayesian network-based models can demonstrably expedite 

policy learning (see Section 5.4.1). 

5.3. Value Function Approximation 

In this section, we describe our value function approximation method, which 

is based on local linear regression. 
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5.3.1. Piecewise Linearity of the h-function 

We chose local linear regression (LLR) as an approximation method for two 

reasons. First, in an AGV scheduling task such as the Slippery-lane domain of the 

last section, one of the important features of the state is the location of the AGV. 

Since the AGV is typically in one of a large set of locations, it is important to be 

able to generalize the locations to large regions to effectively approximate the h 

function. Second, in AGV domains the immediate reward is usually independent of 

the exact location of the AGV given some other features of the state and the action. 

Under these conditions, the h function is piecewise linear with respect to the AGV 

location when the other features of the state are constant. 

However, the value function of discounted learning methods like ARTDP is 

piecewise linear only in the limit. 

: 0 0 ® m 
(5, 0.5) 

(35, 0.5) 

FIGURE 5.3. The Three-loop domain. All states except state 58 have only one 
action, move. The next state of 9 is state 0 with reward +5 or state 58 with reward 
+35 with equal probability. State 58 has two actions: one to move to 59 and another 
to move to 57. The optimal policy chooses state 59 from 58. The optimal trajectory 
is shown in dark lines and has a gain of 1. 

We can see this more clearly in the Three-loop domain of Figure 5.3. All 

states except state 58 have only one action move while state 58 has two actions : 
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one to move to state 59 and another to move to state 57. The optimal policy is to 

choose to move to state 59. For state 9, the next state is state 0 or state 58 with 

equal probability but with different rewards. The optimal trajectory is shown in 

dark lines and has an average reward of 1. To make sure that every state is visited 

sufficiently often, both the actions are taken with 0.5 probability in state 58. 

50 

45 
ARTDP w/ gamma=0.99 

H -0 
40 ARTDP w/ gamma=0.95 -+ 

ARTDP w/ gamma=0.9 -0
35 

-30 +*31K 

4
25 

20 _2_ t+ Elo 1,1r 

15 ++ 
++ 

10 
+++++ 

5 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

State Number 

FIGURE 5.4. The value function of H°.5'"' and ARTDP with -y=0.99, 0.95, and 
0.9 after 100K steps in the Three-loop domain. During learning, the two actions in 
state 58 are taken with equal probability. 

Figure 5.4 shows the value functions of H-learning and ARTDP with three 

different 7-values after these algorithms took 100K steps in the Three-loop domain. 

The values plotted in this figure are relative values obtained by subtracting the value 

of state 57, which is the lowest of all values, from the value of each state. As the 

figure shows, the value function of H-learning is piecewise linear. State 9 has the 

highest value because there are immediate rewards of 5 and 35 in state 9. From 

http:gamma=0.95
http:gamma=0.99
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Equation 3.3, the value of state 10 (h(10)) is h(9) p. And, h(11) is h(10) p or 

h(9) 2 x p. Similarly, h(57) = h(9) (57 9) x p. In general, we can rewrite this 

relation as 

h(i) = p x (i 9) d- h(9), 9 < i < 57 (5.1) 

Since h(9) is a constant value, h(i) is a linear function. Between state 0 and state 

9, the h-value function is also linear, but it has p as the slope, not -p. Similarly 

between state 59 to state 86, the h-value function is linear with p as its slope. Thus 

the value function of H-learning in this domain consists of three pieces of linear 

functions ignoring the part between state 57 and state 58. 

This piecewise linearity of the value function of average reward reinforcement 

learning prompted us to choose local linear regression for approximating it. For this 

domain, the value function of H-learning can be approximated by local linear re

gression from only five h-values: h(0), h(9), h(57), h(58), and h(86), that correspond 

to the ends of the linear pieces. 

However, the value function of ARTDP is not, locally linear except in the 

limit. From Equation 2.6, we have 

f (i) = "Y('-9) x f (9) (5.2) 

where i 9, 10, ..., 57. The value function for the other two loops in this domain 

is similar to Equation 5.2. As the value of 7 is farther from 1, i.e, the stronger the 

discounting, the farther the value function of ARTDP from the linear h function. 

Even though the value function of ARTDP is not piecewise linear, it is still 

possible to use local linear regression for approximation by dividing the value func

tion into a number of pieces so that each of them is close to a linear function. But 

when y is smaller, ARTDP has more linear pieces and thus requires more storage 

and learning time. 
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5.3.2. The General Linear Regression Model 

In linear regression, we fit a linear surface in k dimensions to a set of m data 

points so that the sum of the squares of the errors of these points with respect to 

the output surface is minimized. 

Let xl, x2, ... , xk be k predictor variables that may have some influence on 

a response Y, and assume the model to be of the form 

Y = F30 31Xi1 /32xi2 + + 3kXik Ei, i = 1,2,- , n. (5.3) 

where Y is the ith observation of the response for the values xil, xj2,... , xik of the 

predictor variables, ci is the unobservable random error associated with Y, and 

0o, 01, , Ok are unknown linear parameters. 

Given a random sample of observations Yi, Y2, , Y at observation points 

(X111 x12, X1k) (x21, X221 X207 7 (xn11 Xn21 Xnk), respectively, the follow7 

ing it equations follow from the general linear model: 

Y1 /0 +131x11 i32x12 /(3kxik C1
 

Y2 N + Oix21 + /32x22 + + likx2k + 62
 

= /30 + /31Xn1 /32Xn2 + + 3kXnk (n 

Hence, the general linear model may also be expressed in the matrix form as 

Y = XB E , 

where 

Y1 1 x11 x12 Xlk 00 E 

Y2 1 X21 X22 X2kY= ,X = , B = 
(2 

Yn 1 Xni Xn2 Xnk 13k n 
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For least squares estimation of the parameters, the normal equations take 

the form 

(XTX)B = XTY 

where now (XTX) is a (k +1)x (k +1) matrix and B is an (k +1)x 1 vector containing 

the linear parameters ,30, ,13k. If (XTX) has an inverse, the solution for the 

vector B (Canavos, 1984) is given by 

B = (XTX)-1XTY. (5.4) 

Hence the estimated value of a given point x7,1, xp2, , xpk is 

Yp No ,31Xp1 /32Xp2 + + /3kXpk (5.5) 

5.3.3. Local Linear Regression for H-learning 

Let us assume that the state is represented by a set of k "linear" features 

and n k "nonlinear" features. Our value function approximation is limited to 

generalizing the values of the k linear features. This is similar to Locally Weighted 

Regression (LWR) where the nonlinear features are given infinitely large weights 

(Schaal & Atkeson, 1994). We also assume that the value function h may only be 

piecewise linear. We represent the value function using a select set of states and 

their h-values, called the "exemplars." 

Suppose we need an estimate of h(p), which has values xo, , xpk, , xpn 

for its n features, where the first k are the linear features. If p is one of the exemplars, 

its stored value is its estimate. Otherwise, the system selects one nearest exemplar 

of p in each of the 2k quadrants centered at p, which has the same values as p for 

all its nonlinear features. If k = 1, for example, the nearest neighbor on each side 
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of p in its linear dimension, which has values xp2, , xpr, for features 2, ... , n, is 

selected. We found that selecting neighbors this way reduces the potentially large 

errors due to extrapolating the h-value from states which are far off from p but are 

close to each other. In our experiments, it also resulted in XTX always having an 

inverse, although, this is not theoretically guaranteed. Adding a diagonal matrix 

of small random numbers to XTX is an inexpensive way to avoid singularities in 

general (Schaal & Atkeson, 1994). The Euclidean distance is used to find the nearest 

neighboring states. After selecting the 2k neighbors, the system uses linear regression 

on the values of the first k features of these exemplars to find a least squares B from 

Equation (5.4) and uses it to predict its h-value. If the predicted value is greater 

than the maximum of the values of all its selected neighbors, or is less than the 

minimum of their values, it is set to the maximum or minimum of their values, 

respectively. This step is useful in reducing the errors due to large differences in the 

distances of different neighbors from p. 

If p does not have neighbors in all the 2k quadrants which share its values for 

all their nonlinear features, then k is reduced by 1, and the nearest neighbors in 2k-1 

quadrants are selected such that the above condition holds. This is continued until 

k = 1. If it also fails, then the h-value is estimated to be 0. At any time, only those 

exemplars are stored whose h-values cannot be estimated from the currently stored 

exemplars with a given tolerance. Since the h-values of adjacent states in the state 

space differ by p when there is no immediate reward, the tolerance is normalized 

by multiplying a constant parameter E with p. An exemplar is also stored if its 

updated h-value is greater or less than the estimated h-values of all its selected 

nearest neighbors. 

Whenever a new exemplar (i, v) is stored, the system checks to see if any 

of its nearest neighbors (selected as described above), say j, can be safely deleted 
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from the exemplar set, because it may now be possible to approximate the stored 

h(j)-value from j's nearest neighbors, which may include i. Without this heuristic, 

a large number of exemplars will be stored in the beginning, and they are never 

deleted afterwards. 

Average reward 
optimization 

FIGURE 5.5. The schematic diagram for LBH-learning. We can compactly store 
the domain models using a Bayesian network, and the value function using local 
linear regression. 

Figure 5.5 shows the schematic diagram for an extension to H-learning, which 

we call "LBH-learning", that uses Bayesian network models and local linear regres

sion. By approximating the domain models with the Bayesian network models and 

the value function using local linear regression, LBH-learning is applicable to larger 

domains than H-learning. 

Figure 5.6 shows the algorithm of LBH-learning. It initializes the exemplar 

set to empty, p to a value higher than the expected optimum gain, and a to a low 

value. The explicitly stored h-values of the exemplars are denoted by h(.), and the 

values estimated by LLR are denoted by h(.). The immediate rewards ri(u) and 
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I. Take an exploratory action a or a greedy action a that maximizes r(a) 

E.7=i pi,i(a)h(j). Let 1 be the resulting state, and rim, be the immediate 

reward received. 

2.	 Update-BN-model 

3. If a is a greedy action, then 

p (1 a)p a(ri(a) + h(l) ki))
 

a 4
 

4. v max{ri(u) h(j)} p 

5.	 If (i, h(i)) E Exemplars, delete it. Let Neighbors be the nearest neighbors of i 

in the 2k quadrants. 

6. If v h(i) cp or v > max ENeighbors 1/(j) or v < min ENeighbors 

(a) Add (i, v) to Exemplars. 

(b) For any j E Neighbors , if h(j) h(j) cp then delete (j, h(j)) from 

Exemplars. 

7.	 i 1 

FIGURE 5.6. LBH-learning which uses Bayesian networks for representing the 
action models and local linear regression for approximating the value function. Steps 

7 are executed when the agent is in state i. 1 
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the transition probabilities pid(u) are inferred from Bayesian networks using the 

standard Bayesian inference algorithms. The parameters of the Bayesian networks 

are updated incrementally by U pd ate- B N- model as described in Section 5.2. The 

exemplars are updated and used in t he prediction of h-values of other states as 

described above. 

Average reward 
optimization 

Environment Agent 
Local Linearreinforcement f3 i(Domain) Regression 

state 

Bayesian 
Networks 

Domain models 

FIGURE 5.7. The schematic diagram for ALBH-learning. 

Like H-learning, LBH-learning can be extended to "Auto-exploratory LBH-

learning" (ALBH-learning) by explicitly storing R-values instead of h-values. Thus 

ALBH-learning uses Bayesian networks and local linear regression for approximation 

and converges to the optimal policy by taking only greedy actions. It maintains 

a separate set of exemplars for each action a to store the tuples (i, R( a)). The 

schematic diagram for ALBH-learning is shown in Figure 5.7. In the next section, we 

evaluate different versions of H-learning including LBH-learning and ALBH-learning 

in several domains. 
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5.4. Experimental Results
 

In this section we show experimental results in three different AGV-

scheduling domains. We have introduced three extensions to H-learning described 

in Chapter 3: auto-exploration, Bayesian networks, and local linear regression. We 

compare the performance of seven algorithms shown in Table 5.1. Each algorithm 

is named by its basis method and its extensions. 

Extensions 

Algorithm Basis Auto- Bayesian Local Linear 

Name Algorithm Exploration Networks Regression 

H H-learning 

AH H-learning V 

BH H-learning V 

LH H-learning V 

LBH H-learning V V 

A LBH H-learning V V V 

LBARTDP ARTDP -\/ V 

TABLE 5.1. The algorithm table. Each algorithm is named by its basis algorithm 
and the extensions. 

Since LBARTDP does not have the parameter p, its tolerance was normalized 

to be c/32, where /3, is the smallest local slope of the value function in state i among 

all its the linear dimensions. 
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Because H-learning with a high value of p shows good performance in Chapter 

4, all algorithms based on H-learning (except H-learning itself) start with a high 

value of p. For all these experiments, the algorithms that do not have the auto-

exploratory component take random actions with 0.1 probability while the auto-

exploratory algorithms do not take any random actions. 

The experiments demonstrate the synergy between Bayesian network mod

els and local linear regression, the scalability of learning methods using Bayesian 

network models and local linear regression in both space and time, and their appli

cability to domains with multiple linear features. 

5.4.1. Improving the Performance of H-learning 

The goal of the first experiment is to demonstrate the synergy between local 

linear regression and the Bayesian network learning in scaling H-learning. 

We use the Slippery-lane domain shown in Figure 5.2 (a). The dynamic 

Bayesian networks in Figure 5.2 (b) are used for representing the domain models. 

The number of locations for the AGV was set to 30. To make the model learning 

significantly important, Pm, was set to 0.6, i.e., with 60% probability, the AGV 

moves to the unloading zone if it has a job and to the loading zone if it has no job. 

The parameters of each method were tuned by trial and error. The p-values 

were initialized to 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01, 0.01, and 0.01 respectively for ALBH-

learning, LBH-learning, LH-learning, BH-learning, AH-learning, and H-learning. 

The a-values were initialized to 0.001, 0.005, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.001, and 0.001 re

spectively. For LBH-learning, LH-learning and LBARTDP, E was set to 1, 1, and 2 

respectively. The discount factor for LBARTDP was set to 0.95. The experiments 

were repeated for 30 trials for each method, starting from a random initial state. In 
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Figure 5.8 (a), we plotted the off-line average reward over 30 trials, each estimate 

being based on 3 runs of 100K steps from 3 random start states. We chose off

line estimation because the convergence is too fast to reliably measure the on-line 

average reward in this domain. 
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FIGURE 5.8. Off-line average rewards per step of ALBH°.1,o.00t, BAH0.02,0.001, and
AHo.ot,o.00t without exploration and LBH0.05,0.005, Bylot,o.00t mr.o2,o.000t, Ho.o1,0.001, 
and LBARTDP with 10% random exploration. Evaluation is over 3 off-line runs of 
100K steps each from 3 random start states at each point. The results are mean 
averages over 30 trials. 

Since Pm, is close to 0.5, model learning is vary important in this domain. 

This explains the performance difference between BH-learning and H-learning. LH-

learning also converged faster than H-learning, but did suffer due to the lack of 

Bayesian network models. Most interesting was the performance of LBH-learning 

which was clearly superior to both BH-learning and LH-learning, thus demonstrating 
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the synergy between the two kinds of approximations used. Also ALBH-learning 

converged faster than both BAH-learning and AH-learning, and both BAH-learning 

and All-learning converged faster than H-learning. Since AH-learning explored the 

domain effectively and learned models faster, BAH-learning converged only slightly 

faster than AH-learning. Because ALBH-learning updates one R-value of state-

action pair at every step while LBH-learning updates one h-value of state at every 

step, ALBH-learning converged a little slower than LBH-learning. However, ALBH-

learning still dominates LBH-learning in on-line reward because it does not take 

any purely exploratory actions. LBARTDP was slower than LBH-learning, ALBH-

learning, BAH-learning, and AH-learning, although it was faster than BH-learning 

and H-learning. 

Figure 5.9 (a) shows the average exemplar size of all methods that do not use 

auto-exploration. In the end, LBH-learning stores only 4 states that correspond to 

the end locations of the slippery-lane, while LBARTDP stores 6 or 7 states because 

the value function of ARTDP is not piecewise linear. LH-learning also stores 6 or 

7 states because its value function cannot be very smooth without the Bayesian 

network models. BH-learning and H-learning, on the other hand, store values for 

all 60 states. Figure 5.9 (b) shows the average exemplar size of all auto-exploratory 

methods. In the end, ALBH-learning stores only 17 exemplars of R-values while 

BAH-learning and AH-learning store all 122 exemplars of R-values. 

LBH-learning stores 6.7% of all exemplars of h-values and ALBH-learning 

stores 13.6% of all exemplars of R-values. Because the auto-exploratory meth

ods take only greedy actions, the suboptimal actions may not be taken frequently 

enough to make the value functions for those actions smooth. Therefore, even 

though ALBH-learning uses the same approximation methods as LBH-learning, 

ALBH-learning stores more proportion of total exemplars than LBH-learning. All 
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H-learning methods using local linear regression store more exemplars in the begin

ning than in the end because the value function may not be piecewise linear when 

it is not fully converged. 

These results suggest that local linear regression and Bayesian network mod

els improve both the time and space requirements of H-learning, and make it con

verge much faster than its discounted counterpart. 

5.4.2. Scaling of LBH-learning with Domain Size 

The goal of the second experiment is to demonstrate the scaling of LBH-

learning and ALBH-learning by varying the size of the domain. We use the "Loop 

domain" of Figure 5.10 (a) to do this. 

There are one AGV, two job generators 1 and 2, and two conveyor belts 1 

and 2. Each generator generates jobs for each destination belt with 0.5 probability. 

A state is described by 5 features Lane, AGV-Loc, Job-on-AGV, Job -at -Gent, and 

Job-at-Gen2, with obvious meanings. The variable Lane takes values from 1 to 4 and 

denotes the lane number of the AGV's location as shown in Figure 5.10 (a). There 

are a total of n different locations in this domain: n/5 locations in each of the short 

lanes and 2n/5 locations in lane 1. AGV-Loc takes values from 1, , 2n/5 for lane 

1 but from 1, , n/5 for the other three lanes. Job-on-AGV is 0 if the AGV has 

no job and indicates the destination of the job (1 or 2) if it has a job. Job -at -Gent 

and Job-at-Gen2 are 1 or 2 depending on the destination of the job waiting at the 

generators. Therefore, the size of the state space is 72 x 3 x 2 x 2 = 12n. The 

AGV has 4 actions move-forward, move-backward, load and, unload. At any location, 

the AGV can take either the move-forward action or the move-backward action. If 

the AGV does not have a job it can take the action load at the loading zone, and 
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FIGURE 5.10. (a) The Loop domain (top) and (b) its Bayesian network (bottom). 

if it has a job it can take the action unload at the unloading zones. To make the 

optimal average rewards the same for all n, the immediate reward for delivery is 

made proportional to n. If the AGV delivers a job to its correct belt, it receives a 

reward +0.1n. If it delivers it to the wrong belt, it gets a smaller reward of +0.02n. 

The goal of the AGV is to move jobs from job generators to proper conveyor-belts. 

Whenever the AGV loads a job from job generator, a new job is generated. 

Figure 5.10 (b) shows the Bayesian network for this domain. One new feature, 

Link, usefully abstracts the AGV-Loc feature. Link takes 3 values: endl and end2 

for the two end locations of the lane, and middle for the other locations between 
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the two ends. This feature distinguishes the end locations of each lane from the 

rest, which is useful to compactly model AGV's motion in the loop. The Bayesian 

network representation reduces the space requirements to store the domain models 

from 48n + 52 to 1056. 

We used random exploration with 0.1 probability in this experiment for H-

learning and LBH-learning. AH-learning and ALBH-learning do not use any other 

exploration. We set E to 1 and varied n from 25 to 125 in steps of 25. The parameters 

of each algorithm for each value of 71 are tuned by trial and error and are shown 

in the captions of Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. The on-line average rewards of H-

learning and LBH-learning are shown in Figure 5.11 and the on-line average rewards 

of AH-learning and ALBH-learning are shown in Figure 5.12. The values shown are 

estimated over the last 5000 steps and are averaged over 30 trials. 

As we can see, the convergence speeds of LBH-learning and ALBH-learning 

are consistently better than those of H-learning and AH-learning, and the difference 

increases with n. The convergence takes longer for larger values of n, because 

the AGV has to travel over longer distances to get new information. However, in 

LBH-learning and ALBH-learning, the number of steps for convergence grows much 

more slowly than in H and All Also note that the on-line average rewards of AH-

learning and ALBH-learning are higher than that of H-learning and LBH-learning 

respectively for each value of n. This is because the auto-exploratory methods do 

not make any random moves and hence do not trade-off exploitation for exploration. 

The number of the exemplars of LBH-learning and ALBH-learning, averaged 

over 30 trials, are shown in Figure 5.13 in comparison to the exemplars stored by 

H-learning and AH-learning. The bigger the value of n, the larger the number of 

exemplars stored by H-learning and AH-learning. For LBH-learning, this number 

increases in the beginning, because the h-values in the beginning are incorrect and 
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FIGURE 5.11. On-line average rewards per step in the Loop domain with 
10% random exploration, estimated over the last 5000 steps. (a) 1-11'°.°2(25).
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Po and a() are shown as superscripts and the total number of AGV locations is 
shown in parentheses. c for LBH-learning is set to 1. All parameters are tuned by 
trial and error. Each point is the mean of 30 trials. 
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are non-linear; but it decreases later. The absolute number of exemplars almost 

remains constant with increasing 72. ALBH-learning performs like LBH-learning 

but the absolute number of exemplars increases slightly more than LBH-learning by 

increasing 71. This is because its R-value function is rougher than the h function, 

especially for suboptimal actions. 
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FIGURE 5.14. The maximum and final ratios of stored exemplars to all possible 
exemplars for LBH-learning and ALBH-learning as a function of the domain size 
in the Loop domain. The results are mean averages over 30 trials. 

Figure 5.14 shows the percentage of the number of stored exemplars out of 

the total exemplars as a function of the total number of possible locations (n) of the 

AGV in this domain. LBH.max.ratio and ALBH.max.ratio indicates the maximum 

value of this ratio for LBH-learning and ALBH-learning during learning (usually 

at the beginning) and LBH.final.ratio and ALBH.final.ratio indicates the value of 

this ratio for LBH-learning and ALBH-learning after the last step. The ratio is 

11 
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FIGURE 5.15. The h-values as a function of AGV location when AGV does not 
have a job, generator 1 has job 2 and generator 2 has job 1, and n=100. AGV 
location is as shown in Figure 5.10 (a). 
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maximum at 38.8% for LBH-learning and 44.3% for ALBH-learning when the total 

number of AGV locations n = 25, and gradually reduces to 9.4% for LBH-learning 

and to 15.9% for ALBH-learning when n = 125. The final ratios are lower than 

the maximum ratios because the value function at the end is a lot smoother than 

it is in the beginning. Because ALBH always takes greedy actions, its R-values for 

suboptimal actions are not fully converged. Hence it stores more exemplars than 

LBH-learning. Figure 5.14 clearly shows that LBH-learning and ALBH-learning 

store far fewer exemplars than H-learning and AH-learning as n increases. 

The value functions for H-learning, LBH-learning, AH-learning, and ALBH-

learning at the end of training are shown in Figure 5.15 in comparison to the optimal 

value function. The values plotted in this figure are relative values obtained by sub

tracting the value of state 29. The value functions for H-learning and LBH-learning 

are smoother than those for AH-learning and ALBH-learning because H-learning 

and LBH-learning take random actions with 0.1 probability and thus explore the 

state space more evenly, while AH-learning and ALBH-learning take only greedy 

actions and thus do not thoroughly explore the suboptimal regions of the state 

space. A learning method based on H-learning usually has a smooth piecewise lin

ear value function when using random exploration, which forces the agent to visit 

all states evenly. Due to local linear regression, LBH-learning's value function is 

smoother than H-learning's value function and ALBH-learning's value function is 

smoother than AH-learning's value function. Thus, LBH-learning's value function 

is the closest to the optimal value function. 

The results in this domain show that LBH-learning and ALBH-learning scale 

better than H-learning and AH-learning with the domain size, both in terms of 

learning speed and memory use. 
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available at the appropriate corner. It receives a reward of 58 when it delivers a job. 

Figure 5.16 (b) shows the dynamic Bayesian network for the Grid domain, which 

is very compact since the effect of any available action depends only on the Action 

variable. In fact, it reduces the space requirements for storing the domain model 

from 3076 to 24. 

Each point in Figure 5.17 is the on-line average reward for 30 trials calculated 

over the last 5000 steps. It shows the effect of setting E to 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3 on the 

average reward of LBH-learning with 10% random exploration and on the average 

reward of ALBH-learning without exploration. With c = 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0, LBH-

learning finds the optimal policy much faster than H-learning does. With E = 1.3, 

its speed decreases, because too high a value of E sometimes makes it converge to 

a suboptimal policy. Similarly, ALBH-learning with E = 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0 finds the 

optimal policy much faster than AH-learning does. However ALBH-learning with 

E = 1.3 converges to a suboptimal policy, as f is too high and it does not take any 

random exploratory actions. Thus its average reward remains zero. 

Figure 5.18 shows the number of exemplars of LBH-learning and ALBH 

learning. LBH-learning and ALBH-learning usually store fewer exemplars with 

higher values of , except when E is too high, i.e., 1.3 in this case. When E is 

too high, learning methods converge to a suboptimal policy and do not sufficiently 

explore the state space. The value functions of LBH-learning and ALBH-learning 

are not smooth without sufficient exploration of the state space, and thus they store 

more exemplars than when E is set to a proper value. 

The final value functions of H-learning, LBH-learning, AH-learning, and 

ALBH-learning are shown in Figure 5.19 in comparison to the optimal value func

tion. The values plotted in this figure are relative values obtained by subtracting the 

value of the state that has the lowest h-value. For this domain, the value functions 
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FIGURE 5.19. The value functions of H-learning and LBH-learning with 10% ran
dom exploration, AH-learning and ALBH-learning without exploration, and the 
optimal value function in the Grid domain. c for LBH-learning and ALBH-learning 
is set to 1. 

of various versions of H-learning are piecewise linear with respect to AGV's loca

tion. LBH-learning and ALBH-learning approximate this value function for multiple 

linear features successfully using local linear regression. Since the obstacles in the 

middle of to Grid domain are not states, they do not have h-values. Some arbitrary 

values lower than the h-values of states surrounding them are assigned to their loca
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tions in the plots of Figure 5.19. Like the experimental results in Figure 5.15, LBH's 

value function is smoother than H's and ALBH's value function is smoother than 

AH's. Also H's value function is smoother than AH's and LBH's value function is 

smoother than ALBH's. 

5.5. Summary 

Table-based ARL methods in which the value function is stored as a table 

require too much space and training time to scale to large state spaces. Model-based 

methods like H-learning also have the additional problem of having to explicitly store 

their action models and the reward functions, which is space-intensive. To scale 

average-reward reinforcement learning to such domains, it is essential to approximate 

its action models and value function in a more compact form. 

We showed that the domain models can be compactly represented and learned 

using Bayesian networks. Our results also suggest that local linear regression (LLR) 

is a promising approach to approximation, and is especially effective in domains 

where the optimal value function is piecewise linear. We showed that local linear 

regression and Bayesian network model learning combine synergistically yielding a 

highly effective learning method. We demonstrated that our LBH algorithm per

forms significantly better than both H-learning and a version of ARTDP that uses 

LLR and Bayesian network models. We also showed that LBH-learning scales well 

with domain size, and is applicable to domains with more than one linear feature. 

To the best of our knowledge, our results are the first in approximating the value 

function in average-reward reinforcement learning. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The basic premise of this thesis is that many real-world domains demand 

optimizing average reward per time step, while most work in Reinforcement Learning 

is focused on optimizing discounted total reward. Because discounting encourages 

the learner to sacrifice long-term benefits for short-term gains, using discounted RL 

in these domains could lead to suboptimal policies. In this chapter we summarize 

the contributions of this thesis and discuss some future research directions. 

6.1. Summary of Contributions 

We presented a model-based average reward RL method called H-learning, 

which is an average reward version of ARTDP. It converges to the optimal policy that 

maximizes the average reward per step and performs better than its discounted coun

terpart in many AGV-related scheduling tasks, where optimizing average reward is 

what is required. 

We also presented Auto-exploratory H-learning, which automatically explores 

while always picking greedy actions with respect to its current value function. We 

showed that it outperforms many currently known exploration methods in the De

livery domain. 

In order to apply reinforcement learning methods to real-world domains, we 

need to store actions models and value function in a compact form. We showed that 

domain models can be compactly represented and learned as Bayesian networks. 

Because Bayesian networks need fewer parameters to represent them than the table-

based domain models, the domain models using Bayesian networks are learned in 
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less time. Since the value function of H-learning is piecewise linear, we use local 

linear regression to approximate it. The value function using local linear regression 

can be represented by storing much fewer exemplars than H-learning and is learned 

much more quickly than the value function of H-learning. 

We showed that local linear regression combined with Bayesian network 

model learning synergistically improves the performance of H-learning in many AGV 

scheduling tasks. We also showed that LBH-learning scales well with domain size. 

Combining Auto-exploratory H-learning with domain model and value function ap

proximation also converged faster and used less space than AH-learning. Both AH-

learning and ALBH-learning obtain better on-line average rewards than H-learning 

and LBH-learning that use random exploration. 

H-learning 

AH 

Auto-exploration 

ABH ALH
 
ALBH
BH LH
 

Bayesian Networks LBH Local Linear Regressi
 

Model-based Average Reward RL 

FIGURE 6.1. The algorithms based on H-learning. 

Figure 6.1 shows the algorithms we can obtain by applying Auto-exploration, 

Bayesian network model learning, and local linear regression to H-learning. Depend
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ing on the domain, we can choose any combination of these three extensions. Based 

on our experiments, we can make the following recommendations: 

when we want to achieve a high on-line average reward, 

use Auto-exploration 

when we have less space and need to converge in fewer steps, 

use Bayesian network model learning and local linear regression 

when the domain is very sensitive to action models and the structure of 

Bayesian networks is available, 

use Bayesian network model learning 

when we know an upper bound pn, on the gain, 

use Auto-exploration with p initialized to something higher than pm 

when we do not want to adjust parameters, 

use H-learning with a small p > 0 and a = 1 with some exploration 

strategy 

6.2. Discussion and Future Work 

There is an extensive literature on average reward optimization using dy

namic programming approaches (Howard, 1990; Puterman, 1994; Bertsekas, 1995). 

(Mahadevan, 1996b) gives a useful survey of this literature from Reinforcement 

Learning point of view. Bias-optimality, or Schwartz's T-optimality, is a more re

fined notion that seeks to find a policy that maximizes the cumulated discounted 
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total reward for all states as the discount factor -y -4 1. All bias-optimal policies are 

also gain-optimal, but the converse does not hold. H-learning and R-learning can 

find the bias-optimal policies for unichain MDPs if and only if all gain-optimal poli

cies give rise to the same recurrent set of states, and all states are visited sufficiently 

often. To find bias-optimal policies for more general unichains, it is necessary to 

select bias-optimal actions from among the gain-optimal ones in every state using 

more refined criteria. Mahadevan extends both II-learning and R-learning to find the 

bias-optimal policies for general unichains, and illustrates that they improve their 

performance in an admission control queuing system (Mahadevan, 1996a, 1996c). 

The idea of Auto-exploratory learning can be adapted to R-learning as well. 

However, in our preliminary experiments we found that the value of p fluctuates 

much more in R-learning than in H-learning, unless a is initialized to be very small. 

Making a small will have the consequence of slowing down learning. Although we 

have not seen this to be a problem with H-learning, the tradeoff between the need 

for exploration and slow learning due to small a-value deserves further study. 

Our results suggest that local linear regression (LLR) is a promising approach 

to approximation, and synergistically combines with approximating domain models 

using Bayesian networks. Although our II-learning with approximation scales with 

domain size in one or two dimensions, it still does not scale well with the number 

of features, especially when the features are nonlinear, e.g., the number of AGVs, 

machines, or the conveyor belts in our domains. It is necessary to use more aggressive 

approximation methods like neural networks to make it scale with these parameters. 

Handling multiple AGVs is essential to make our system scale to realistic 

applications. Treating all the AGVs as a single agent does not scale because the 

set of actions available to it is the cross-product of the sets of actions of all the 

AGVs. Our preliminary experiments in a simple domain with 2 AGVs indicate that 
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an optimal policy can be learned as a mapping from global state space to actions 

of a single AGV. Both AGVs share and update the same value function and follow 

the same optimal policy. This approach converges faster to a global optimal pol

icy than treating the two AGVs as a single agent and learning an optimal policy 

that specifies the best action pair for the two AGVs in every state. This is also 

consistent with Tan's results on multi-agent RL with shared policies (Tan, 1993). 

The success of this approach depends on whether using the same optimal policy 

for all AGVs would be able to avoid deadlocks due to problems of traffic conges

tion. Uni-directional guidepaths help avoid such congestion to some extent in real 

applications. The representation of the state may also be made AGV-relative (de

scribed in "AGV's eye-view") rather than absolute, which would facilitate learning 

an AGV-independent policy. For example, a policy (and the corresponding value 

function) that says "if there is another AGV in front of me which is very close and 

not moving, then I should stop" is applicable independent of the absolute locations 

of the two AGVs. This policy requires a large number of rules if expressed using 

the absolute locations. 

Even though the approximation of domain models using Bayesian networks is 

a good approach, our current methods with approximation assume that the structure 

of the dynamic Bayesian network is known. Learning the structure of the dynamic 

Bayesian network will make the approximation more powerful. 

Since H-learning learns the domain models, it is possible to combine planning 

with on-line learning as in the DYNA architecture (Sutton, 1990). This approach 

might significantly reduce the number of real world actions needed, and since plan

ning is often more time efficient than taking real world actions, could reduce the 

learning time. 
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Experimental Results on the robustness of H-learning 

This appendix shows the testing of the robustness of H-learning and ARTDP 

with respect to different domain parameter settings in the Delivery domain. The 

probability p of generator 1 producing type 1 jobs and the probability q of generator 

2 producing type 1 jobs are varied from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.25. Three different 

values, 1, 5, and 9 are tried for the reward ratio k between type 1 and type 2 jobs. 

Thus there are a total of 75 different parameter settings. 

In each case, H-learning was compared to ARTDP with y=0.9 (ARTDP0.9), 

0.99 (ARTDP0.99), and 0.999 (ARTDP0.999) Figure A.1, Figure A.2, and Figure 

A.3 show the median of off-line average rewards over 10 trials with 50% random 

exploration when K is 1, 5, and 9 respectively. 

The significance of these results is discussed in Section 3.4.2. 
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FIGURE A.1. The median of off-line average rewards over 10 trials with 50% 
random exploration when K=1. The values of p are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 from 
left to right. The values of q are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 from top to bottom. 
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FIGURE A.2. The median of off-line average rewards over 10 trials with 50% 
random exploration when K=5. The values of p are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 from 
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FIGURE A.3. The median of off -line average rewards over 10 trials with 50% 
random exploration when K=9. The values of p are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 from 
left to right. The values of q are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 from top to bottom. 
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